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Let F be the field C or R. For 1k[n2], let Pk be the maximal parabolic sub-
group of GLn(F ) with its Levi factor isomorphic to GLn&k(F )_GLk(F ). In this
paper, we explicitly calculate the action of the enveloping algebra of gln(F) on the
degenerate principal series representations induced from characters of Pk . We
address composition series, K-types and unitarity.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently several authors have provided detailed descriptions of the struc-
ture of certain degenerate principal series representations of some semi-
simple Lie groups G ([BOO], [Br], [BSS], [HT], [J1], [J2], [KG],
[L1], [L2], [S1], [S2], [S3], [Z], and the references therein). Of these,
the papers [J1], [J2], [L1], [L2], [S1], [S2], [S3], and [Z] have
treated cases where the nilradical of the inducing parabolic subgroup has
the structure of a real Jordan algebra. The methods of [J1], [J2], [S1],
[S2], [S3], and [Z] utilize features of a real Jordan algebra structure, in
particular, the existence of intertwining operators. On the other hand, the
papers [L1] and [L2] do not use the Jordan algebra structure. This
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makes the analysis of [L1] and [L2] for those cases somewhat less
efficient than the others. On the other hand, it is also potentially more
general. In this paper, we begin to realize that potential, by analyzing, in
strong analogy with [L1] and [L2], the representations of GLn(C) and
GLn(R) induced from characters of maximal parabolic subgroups. These
representations share with the others described above the feature that their
restrictions to K, the maximal compact subgroup of G, are multiplicity-free.
However, except in one case (that is, the case k=n2, which is covered by
[S3] and [Z]), these series of representations allow no intertwining
operators.
As in [L1] and [L2], we find that the K-types of the representations we
study may be parametrized by the integral points in an appropriate cone
in the Euclidean space. Again in analogy with [L1] and [L2], the
composition structure of the representations is determined by certain
hyperplanes in the Euclidean space. The hyperplanes are translated parallel
to themselves as the inducing character varies, and when they pass through
the points corresponding to K-types, they create submodules. The structure
of the hyperplanes is very similar to the situations in [L1] and [L2], but
the K-type structure is somewhat different, and this results in a different
(and much simpler) composition series in these cases. On the other hand,
there is a new feature here, which is the relation between representations of
different series.
The paper is divided into two more or less parallel parts. The first treats
GLn(C); the second treats GLn(R). The subsections of each part first intro-
duce the representations to be studied, and describe their structure under
K. Then the transitions between K-types induced by the non-compact part
of the Cartan decomposition are calculated. Half of the transitions (those
in the ‘‘positive directions’’) are calculated directly, then the other half by
duality. The composition structure follows easily from the form of the
transitions between K-types. It turns out that the lattice of submodules is
always totally ordered, of length bounded in terms of the inducing
parabolic subgroup. All representations on the unitary axis are irreducible.
Although the representations we consider constitute several families of
principal series (that is, our inducing representations fall into several
connected components), we find that it adds coherence to consider the
composition structure for the whole family associated to a given parabolic,
rather than component-by-component.
We also consider unitarity. The transitions between different K-types
create obstructions to unitarity as in [HT], [L1], [L2], etc. However, the
situation here is more complex because there are also transitions from a
K-type to itself. Their analysis presents some difficulties, and we only
describe the simplest one. Except for the case when 2k=n, this elimi-
nates all possibilities of unitarity outside the unitary axis and the trivial
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representation. In the case n=2k, there are further possibilities for unitarity,
and we check that these all do yield unitary representations.
Finally, relations between constituents of the various series are con-
sidered. Generic representations induced from different parabolics have
different GelfandKirillov dimensions, and therefore must be distinct.
However, certain constituents of one series may be isomorphic with con-
stituents of another. We clarify these relations. Interestingly, this accounts
for all the ‘‘small’’ unitary constituents in the spherical series when n=2k.
2. DEGENERATE SERIES FOR GLn(C)
In this section we shall study the following family of representations for
GLn(C). For any m, l # Z+, Mml (C) shall denote the space of all m_l
complex matrices. For 1k[n2], let
Pk={\c0
b
a+ : a # GLk(C), b # Mn&k, k(C), c # GLn&k(C)= .
Then Pk is a maximal parabolic subgroup of GLn(C). For :, ; # C with
:&; # Z, we consider the character /:, ; of Pk defined by
/:, ; _\c0
b
a+&=(det a): (det a);=|det a| :+; \
det a
|det a|+
:&;
.
We shall study the degenerate principal series representations
[IndGLn(C)Pk /:, ;]:&; # Z of GLn(C) associated with Pk . Specifically the
representation space of IndGLn(C)Pk /:, ; is
[ f # C(GLn(C)) : f (gp)=/&1:, ;( p) f (g), g # GLn(C), p # Pk]
and on it GLn(C) acts by left translation:
(g . f )(h)= f (g&1h) ( f # IndGLn(C)Pk /:, ; , g, h # GLn(C)).
2.1. The GLn(C) Module S :, ; and Its K-Types
In this subsection, we shall identify the GLn(C) module IndGLn(C)Pk /:, ;
with a function space S:, ; and decompose it into a sum of K-types.
If A is a square matrix, then At will denote its transpose. We consider
the following action of GLn(C) on Mnk(C):
_(g)(x)=(g&1)t x (g # GLn(C), x # Mnk(C)).
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For :, ; # C with :&; # Z, we consider the function space
S:, ;=[ f # C(M$nk(C)) : f (xa)=(det a): (det a); f (x),
x # Mnk(C), a # GLk(C)].
Here M$nk(C) is the set of rank k matrices in Mnk(C). The action _ induces
an action of GLn(C) on S :, ; given by
(_(g) f )(x)= f (_(g&1) x)= f (gtx), (g # GLn(C), x # Mnk(C)).
It turns out that as a GLn(C) module, S:, ; is isomorphic to IndGLn(C)Pk /:, ; .
To see this, we let
M={mc, a=\c0
0
a+ : c # GLn&k(C), a # GLk(C)=
and
N={nb=\In&k0
b
Ik+ : b # Mn&k, k(C)= .
Then Pk=MN. Here Ir denotes the r_r identity matrix. Let J be the n_k
matrix ( 0Ik). For f # S
:, ;, we define the function f on GLn(C) by
f (g)= f (_(g) J)= f ((g&1)t J).
Note that if p=mc, anb # Pk , then
_( p) J=\(c
&1)t
0
0
(a&1)t+\
In&k
&bt
0
Ik+\
0
Ik+=\
0
(a&1)t+=J(a&1)t.
Using this, one can check that f # IndGLn(C)Pk /:, ; . Hence f  f is an
isomorphism for S:, ;$IndGLn(C)Pk /:, ; .
We now set up some notation. If g is a real Lie algebra, gC shall denote
its complexification and U(gC) the enveloping algebra of gC . Let u(r) be
the Lie algebra of all r_r skew-hermitian matrices. It is the Lie algebra of
the unitary group U(r) and u(r)C $glr(C). Let ar be the Cartan subalgebra
of glr(C) consisting of all r_r diagonal matrices. Then every linear
functional of ar has the form
,[diag(a1 , ..., ar)]=*1a1+*2a2+ } } } +*rar
where *1 , *2 , ..., *r are complex numbers. In this case, we shall represent ,
by the n-tuple *=(*1 , ..., *r). For convenience, we also let for 1 jr,
ej=(0, ..., 0, 1
j
, 0, ..., 0)
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and
1r=(1, 1, ..., 1
r
).
Let b be the Borel subalgebra of glr(C) consisting of r_r upper triangular
complex matrices. Then the set of all dominant weights of glr(C) with
respect to b is given by
4+(r)=[*=(*1 , ..., *r) # Zn : *1*2 } } } *r].
By the CartanWeyl highest weight theory, the (equivalence classes of )
irreducible representations of U(r) are parametrized by 4+(r) (see [BD]).
We also let
4+0 (r)=[* # 4
+(r) : *r0]. (2.1.1)
Thus 4+0 (r) corresponds to the set of all polynomial representations of
U(r).
We now let K=U(n). Then K is a maximal compact subgroup of
GLn(C). Let m=:&; # Z. Then the standard Frobenius Reciprocity formulas
describing the restriction to K of a parabolically induced representation
show that [Kn]
S:, ;| K= :
* # 40
+(k)
V* ,
where V* is an irreducible K-module with highest weight * where
* ={(*1+m, *2+m, ..., *k+m, 0, ..., 0, &*k , ..., &*1)(*1 , ..., *k , 0, ..., 0, &*k+m, &*k&1+m, ..., &*1+m)
if m0,
if m<0.
(2.1.2)
We shall describe a highest weight vector in each K-type V* . By restrict-
ing the scalars to R, Mnk(C) forms a real vector space which we shall
denote by Mnk(C)R . Let PR(Mnk(C)) be the algebra of complex-valued
polynomials on Mnk(C)R . Let [xst , yst : 1sn, 1tk] be the standard
coordinates on Mnk(C)R , that is, if z=(zst) # Mnk(C), then
xst(z)=Re(zst), yst(z)=Im(zst).
Thus we have zst=xst+iyst and z s, t=xst&iyst for all 1sn, 1tk.
The set [zst , z st : 1sn, 1tk] generates PR(Mnk(C)) as an algebra.
The action _ of GLn(C) on Mnk(C) induces an action of GLn(C) on
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PR(Mnk(C)). We shall describe how the Lie algebra of GLn(C) acts on the
generators [zst , z st].
Recall that the Lie algebra of GLn(C) is the general linear algebra gln(C),
and that it admits a Cartan decomposition gln(C)=kp where k$u(n) is
the Lie algebra of K=U(n), and p is the space of all n_n Hermitian
matrices. Now by complexifying, we obtain
gln(C)C $gln(C)gln(C)=kC pC .
Explicitly, we identify gln(C) with the real Lie subalgebra [(X, &X t) :
X # gln(C)] of gln(C)gln(C) via the inclusion . : X  (X, &X t). Then we
have
.(k)=[(u, u) : u # u(n)],
.(p)=[( p, &p) : p # p],
so that their complexifications are given by
kC=[(X, X ) : X # gln(C)]$gln(C),
pC=[(X, &X ) : X # gln(C)].
For 1 j, ln, we let Ejl be the element of gln(C) with 1 at its ( j, l ) entry
and 0 elsewhere, and let
ejl=(Ejl , Ejl) # kC , pjl=(Ejl , &Ejl) # pC .
Then one has
ejl= 12 [.[Ejl&Elj]&i.[i(Ejl+Elj)]],
(2.1.3)
pjl= 12 [.[Ejl+Elj]&i.[i(Ejl&Elj)]].
Direct computations show that these elements act as the following differen-
tial operators on PR(Mnk(C)):
ejl= :
k
t=1 \zjt

zlt
&z lt

z jt+ , (2.1.4)
pjl= :
k
t=1 \zjt

zlt
+z lt

z jt+ . (2.1.5)
For 1 j, lk, we let
r2jl= :
n
a=1
zajz al .
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Then each r2jl is an invariant for K. We now consider the following
functions on Mnk(C).
(i) For 1 jk, the determinant
#j=
0
z n& j+1, 1 zn& j+1, 2 } } } z n& j+1, k
z n& j+2, 1 zn& j+2, 2 } } } z n& j+2, k
b b b
z n, 1 z n, 2 } } } z n, k
z11 z21 } } } zj1 r211 r
2
12 } } } r
2
1k
z12 z22 } } } zj2 r221 r
2
22 } } } r
2
2k
b b b b b b
z1k z2k } } } zjk r2k1 r
2
k2 } } } r
2
kk
is a highest weight vector for K and has weight
(1, ..., 1
j
, 0, ..., 0, &1, ..., &1
j
).
Using formula (2.1.4), we can compute that eab will replace the column
(0, ..., 0, zb1 , ..., zbk)t of #j by (0, ..., 0, za1 , ..., zak)t. In particular, if 1a{
b j, then eab #j contains two identical columns, so eab #j=0. Similarly, if
n& j+1an, then eab will replace the row (0, ..., 0, z a1 , ..., z ak) by
(0, ..., 0, &z b1 , ..., &z bk). Hence if n& j+1a{bn, then eab#j=0.
(ii) Let
#0= }
r211
r221
b
r2k1
r212
r222
b
r2k2
} } }
} } }
} } }
r21k
r22k
b
r2kk }
Then #0 is an invariant for K.
(iii) The functions
d= }
z11
z21
b
zk1
z12
z22
b
zk2
} } }
} } }
} } }
z1k
z2k
b
zkk }
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and
$= }
z n&k+1, 1
z n&k+2, 1
b
z n1
z n&k+1, 2
z n&k+2, 2
b
z n2
} } }
} } }
} } }
z n&k+1, k
z n&k+2, k
b
z nk }
are also highest weight vectors for K and have weights
(1, ..., 1
k
, 0, ..., 0) and (0, ..., 0, &1, ..., &1
k
),
respectively. If 1bk, then eab will replace the row (zb1 , ..., zbk) of d by
(za1 , ..., zak). If n&k+1an, then eab will replace the row (z a1 , ..., z ak)
by (&z b1 , ..., &z bk). Note also that #k=(&1)k d$.
It turns out that these functions are eigenvectors of GLk(C) (acting by
right multiplication).
Lemma 2.1.6. For z # Mnk(C) and a # GLk(C), we have
(i) #j (za)=(det a)(det a) #j (z) for 0 jk.
(ii) d(za)=(det a) d(z) and $(za)=(det a) $(z).
Proof. (i) For z=(zst) # Mnk(C) and 0 jk, we observe that
ztz =(r2ab) and
#j (z)=det _\0j, n& j | Ijzt +\
Ij
0n& j, j } z +& .
Here 0st denotes the s_t zero matrix. Thus if a # GLk(C), we have
#j (za)=det _\0j, n& j | Ijatzt +\
Ij
0n& j, j } za+&
=det _\ Ij0k, j
|
|
0 j, k
at +\
0j, n& j | Ij
zt +\
Ij
0n& j, j } z +\
Ij
0k, j }
0j, k
a +&
=(det a)(det a ) #j (z).
(ii) is clear. K
The following lemma is now straightforward:
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Lemma 2.1.7. Let : and ; be complex numbers such that :&; # Z. For
* # 4+0 (k), the function
!*={#
;&*1
0 #
a1
1 } } } #
ak
k d
:&;
#:&*10 #
a1
1 } } } #
ak
k $
;&:
if :&;0,
if :&;<0,
where aj=*j&*j+1 , \1 jk&1 and ak=*k , is a highest weight vector
for K in the K-type V* in S :, ;.
2.2. Transition from V* to V*+ej
In this subsection we shall begin to study how the enveloping algebra of
gln(C)C transforms the K-types in S :, ;.
As in the cases of U(n, n) [L1] and Sp(2n, R) [L2], we need to consider
the K-module V* pC and calculate the images of the highest weight
vectors in V* pC under the K-module map m* : V* pC  S :, ;K given by
m*(vp)= p } v (v # V* , p # pC).
Here S :, ;K is the space of K-finite vectors in S
:, ;. Note that as a K-module,
pC is isomorphic to CnCn*. Let [=1 , ..., =n] be the standard basis of Cn
and let [=1*, ..., =n*] be the corresponding dual basis in Cn*. Then the map
pjl  =j =l* is a K-module isomorphism for pC $CnCn*. Consequently
V* pC $V* CnCn*.
We shall first study the transition from V* to V*+ej for 1 jk. Hence we
need an expression for a highest weight vector in V* Cn Cn* with
weight * +ej&en& j+1=*+ej
t
(refer to Eq. (2.1.2) for the definition of * ).
We now recall the definitions of several special elements of the envelop-
ing algebra U(gln(C)) as given in Section 3 of [L1]. For 1a, bn, let
hab=eaa&ebb . For 1m< jn, Fmj and Smj are elements in U(gln(C) )
given by (cf. Eqs. (3.1) and (3.8) of [L1])
Fmj=:
I
(&1) j&m&l+1 ej, il e il , il&1 } } } ei2 , i1 e i1 , m ‘
m+1a j&1
a  I
(haj+ j&a),
(2.2.1)
Smj=:
I
ei1 , m ei2 , i1 } } } eil , il&1 ej, il ‘
m+1a j&1
a  I
(hma+a&m),
where I=[i1<i2< } } } <il] in the sums runs over all subsets of
[m+1, ..., j&1]. We also set
Fmm=Smm=1 (1mn).
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For 1 jn and 1p<qn, we let
H( j; p, q)= ‘
q
a= p
(haj+ j&a&1),
H ( j; p, q)= ‘
q
a= p
(h ja+a& j).
We also define for + # 4+(n),
+( j; p, q)= ‘
q
a= p
(+a&+ j+ j&a&1),
(2.2.2)
+^( j; p, q)= ‘
q
a= p
(+ j&+a+a& j).
Thus if v is a weight vector of gln(C) with weight +, then H( j; p, q) v=
+( j; p, q) v and H ( j; p, q) v=+^( j; p, q) v.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let + # 4+(n) and 1 jk[n2]. Let U + be an
irreducible gln(C) module with highest weight + and let u be a highest weight
vector in U+. Then the vector &j in U+Cn Cn* given by
&j={
u=1 =n* if j=1,
:
j
m=1
:
n
r=n& j+1
(&1)m+1 Sn& j+1, r
_[[H (n& j+1; r+1, n) FmjH( j; 1, m&1) u]=m =r*] if j2.
is a highest weight vector of weight ++ej&en& j+1 .
Proof. The case when j=1 is clear. The other case follows by Proposi-
tions 3.6 and 3.10 of [L1]. In fact, if j2, then by Proposition 3.6 of [L1],
the vector
Xj= :
j
m=1
(&1)m+1 [FmjH( j; 1, m&1) u]=m
is a highest weight vector of weight ++ej in U+Cn. We let W be the
irreducible gln(C) module generated by Xj , and consider the tensor product
WCn*. Then by Proposition 3.10 of [L1], the vector
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&j = :
n
r=n& j+1
Sn& j+1, r[[H (n& j+1; r+1, n) X j]=r*]
= :
j
m=1
:
n
r=n& j+1
(&1)m+1 Sn& j+1, r
_[[H (n& j+1; r+1, n)[(FmjH( j; 1, m&1) u)=m]]=r*]
= :
j
m=1
:
n
r=n& j+1
(&1)m+1Sn& j+1, r
_[[H (n& j+1; r+1, n) FmjH( j; 1, m&1) u]=m =r*]
is a highest weight vector of weight ++ej&en& j+1 . K
By the above lemma, the vector
*+ej= :
j
m=1
:
n
r=n& j+1
(&1)m+1 Sn& j+1, r
_[[H (n& j+1, r+1, n) FmjH( j; 1, m&1) !*]pmr] (2.2.4)
with !* from Lemma 2.1.7, is a highest weight vector in V* pC of weight
*+ej
t
. We shall compute m*(*+ej). As in the case of U(n, n) [L1], it turns
out that we only need to compute the image under m* of a simpler vector
’*+ej which is given by
’*+ej= :
j
m=1
(&1)m+1 [FmjH( j; 1, m&1) !*]pm, n& j+1 . (2.2.5)
Note that for n& j+2rn we have en& j+1, r } =*n& j+1=&=r* , so that
en& j+1, r } pm, n& j+1=&pmr . Moreover it is easy to see that en& j+1, r
commutes with FmjH( j; 1, m&1). Thus *+ej can be expressed as
*+ej =H (n& j+1, n& j+2, n) ’*+ej
+ :
n
r=n& j+2
Sn& j+1, rH (n& j+1; r+1, n)
_{ :
j
m=1
(&1)m+1 [FmjH( j; 1, m&1) !*]
 (&en& j+1, r } pm, n& j+1)=
=H (n& j+1, n& j+2, n) ’*+ej
+ :
n
r=n& j+2
Sn& j+1, rH (n& j+1; r+1, n)(&en& j+1, r) ’*+ej .
(2.2.6)
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Since m* is a K-module map, we have
m*(*+ej)=H (n& j+1, n& j+2, n) m*(’*+ej)
+ :
n
r=n& j+2
Sn& j+1, rH (n& j+1; r+1, n)
_(&en& j+1, r) m*(’*+ej).
We shall explicitly compute m*(’*+ej) and it turns out that m*(’*+ej) is a
multiple of !*+ej (see Proposition 2.2.17 below). Since en& j+1, r is a raising
operator and !*+ej is a highest weight vector, en& j+1, r } m*(’*+ej)=0 for
all n& j+2rn. Consequently
m*(*+ej)=H (n& j+1, n& j+2, n) m*(’*+ej). (2.2.7)
We now begin the calculation of m*(’*+ej). By Eq. (2.2.5), we have
m*(’*+ej)= :
j
m=1
(&1)m+1 pm, n& j+1FmjH( j; 1, m&1) } !* . (2.2.8)
We shall first compute Fmj } !* . We consider the following subgroups of K:
K1={\u0
0
In&k+ : u # U(k)= ,
K2={\In&k0
0
u+ : u # U(k)= .
Clearly both K1 and K2 are isomorphic to U(k). For each + # 4+(k), \+k
shall denote an irreducible representation of U(k) of highest weight +. We
now recall that, for each * # 4+0 (k), the polynomial #
*1&*2
1 #
*2&*3
2 } } } #
*k
k
is a highest weight vector for GLn(C) with weight (*1 , ..., *k , 0, ..., 0,
&*k , ..., &*1). Thus in particular, it is a joint highest weight vector for
K1_K2 with weight (*, **), where **=(&*k , ..., &*1). We let A* be the
K1 submodule of C (Mnk(C)) generated by this highest weight vector (so
that A* $\*k as a K1 module). We then put A=* # 40+(k) A* .
We observe that A is an algebra, that is, the product of any two func-
tions in A is again in A. Since the highest weight vector #*1&*21 #
*2&*3
2 } } } #
*k
k
is annihilated by all the operators ej, j+1 for 1 jn&1, we see that the
functions in A* will be annihilated by all operators ej, j+1 with j>k.
Furthermore the usual arguments of highest weight theory imply that
A* is characterized inside the full GLn(C)-module generated by
#*1&*21 #
*2&*3
2 } } } #
*k
k as precisely the kernel of the ej, j+1 for j>k. Since the
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ej, j+1 are first order differential operators, their joint kernel is closed under
multiplication. Thus A is indeed an algebra.
Since the maximal torus of K2 acts on A* by the character
**=(&*k , ..., &*1) and the action of K1 and K2 commute with each other,
A is a graded algebra graded by 4+0 (k). On the other hand, recall from
Section 4 of [L1] that the polynomial algebra P(Mk(C)) contains the
graded algebra A=* # 4
0
+(k) A* where A* is the irreducible GLk(C)
module (with respect to left multiplication) generated by the highest weight
vectors #~ *1&*21 #~
*2&*3
2 } } } #~
*k
k where for 1 jk,
#~ j= }
t11
t21
b
tj1
t12
t22
b
t j2
} } }
} } }
} } }
t1j
t2j
b
tjj } .
Here [tst] is the set of standard coordinates on Mk(C). Now with reasons
similar to Lemma 4.9 of [L1], we see that the GLk(C)-module map
T : A  A specified by
T(#~ *1&*21 #~
*2&*3
2 } } } #~
*k
k )=#
*1&*2
1 #
*2&*3
2 } } } #
*k
k (* # 4
+
0 (k)) (2.2.9)
is also an algebra isomorphism.
Now for :, ; # C such that :&; # Z and * # 4+0 (k), we set
a(:, ;, *)=(a0 , a1 , ..., ak)
where
a0={;&*1:&*1
if :&;0,
if :&;<0,
and
a1=*1&*2 , a2=*2&*3 , ..., ak&1=*k&1&*k , ak=*k .
Let
#a(:, ;, *)=#a00 #
a1
1 } } } #
ak
k . (2.2.10)
Then the highest weight vector !* given in Lemma 2.1.7 can be expressed
as
!*={#
a(:, ;, *)d :&;
#a(:, ;, *)$;&:
if :&;0,
if :&;<0.
(2.2.11)
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For 0ik, we shall write
a(:, ;, *)&ei=(a0 , ..., a i&1 , ai&1, ai+1 , ..., an).
Lemma 2.2.12. For * # 4+0 and 1m< jk, we have
Fmj .!*={
(&1) j+m+1 *( j; m, j&1)(ejm } #j&1) #a&ej&1d :&;
if :&;0,
(&1) j+m+1 *( j; m, j&1)(ejm } # j&1) #a&ej&1$;&:
if :&;<0.
where a=a(:, ;, *). Here the factors *( j; m, j&1) are as in formula (2.2.2).
Proof. We shall only give the proof for the case :&;0. The other
case is similar. By Proposition 4.8 of [L1],
Fmj .(#~ a11 #~
a2
2 } } } #~
ak
k )
=(&1) j+m+1 *( j; m, j&1)(ejm } #~ j&1) #~ a11 #~
a2
2 } } } #~
aj&1&1
j&1 } } } #~
ak
k .
Using the definition of Fmj given in Eq. (2.2.1) and the fact that gln(C) is
acting on C(M$nk(C)) by derivations, one can easily check that
Fmj } !*=[Fmj } (#a11 } } } #
ak
k )] d
:&;#;&*10 .
Consequently, since #a11 } } } #
ak
k =T(#~
a1
1 #~
a2
2 } } } #~
ak
k ) with T as in Eq. (2.2.9), we
have
Fmj } !*=[Fmj[T(#~ a11 #~
a2
2 } } } #~
ak
k )]] d
:&;#;&*10
=T[Fmj } (#~ a11 #~
a2
2 } } } #~
ak
k )] d
:&;#;&*10
=(&1) j+m+1 T[*( j; m, j&1)(ejm } #~ j&1)
_#~ a11 #~
a2
2 } } } #~
aj&1&1
j&1 } } } #~
ak
k ] d
:&;#;&*0
=(&1) j+m+1 *( j; m, j&1)(ejm } #j&1) #a&ej&1 d :&;. K
We also need to understand how the operators from pC act on the gener-
ators #j . Recall from Eq. (2.1.5) that for 1s, tn, pst acts on functions on
Mnk(C) as the differential operator
pst= :
k
j=1 \zsj

ztj
+z tj

z sj+ .
Thus we have
pst } (zuaz ub)=($tu+$su) zsaz tb .
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Using this, we obtain
pst } r2ab= pst } \ :
n
u=1
zuaz ub+=2zsa z tb . (2.2.13)
Lemma 2.2.14. For 1 jk, and for s and t with 1sk and
n&k+1tn, we have
pst } #j=&2
0
z t, 1 } } } z t, k
.
z n& j+1, 1 } } } z n& j+1, k
b b
z n, 1 } } } z n, k
zs1 z11 } } } zj1 r211 } } } r
2
1k
b b b b b
zsk z1k } } } z jk r2k1 } } } r
2
kk
In particular we have
pj, n& j+1 } #j&1=(&1) j 2#j ,
and
ps, t } #j=0
if s j or n& j+1t.
Proof. For s and t in the specified ranges, pst(zcd)=0 for 0ck.
Likewise, pst(z cd)=0 for n&k+1cn. Thus we have
pst } #j= :
k
b=1 }
0
z n& j+1, 1 } } } 0 } } } z n& j+1, k
}
b b b
z n, 1 } } } 0 } } } z n, k
z11 } } } zj1 r211 } } } pst(r
2
1b) } } } r
2
1k
b b b b b
z1k } } } zjk r2k1 } } } pst(r
2
kb) } } } r
2
kk
= :
k
b=1 }
0
z n& j+1, 1 } } } 0 } } } z n& j+1, k
}
b b b
z n, 1 } } } 0 } } } z n, k
z11 } } } zj1 r211 } } } 2zs1z tb } } } r
2
1k
b b b b b
z1k } } } zjk r2k1 } } } 2zsk z tb } } } r
2
kk
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=&2 :
k
b=1
(&1)1+( j+b+1)z tb
_}
0
z n& j+1, 1 } } } z n& j+1, b&1 z n& j+1, b+1 } } } z n& j+1, k
} .
b b b b
z n, 1 } } } z n, b&1 z n, b+1 } } } z n, k
zs1 z11 } } } zj1 r211 } } } r
2
1, b&1 r
2
1, b+1 } } } r
2
1k
b b b b b b b
zsk z1k } } } zjk r2k1 } } } r
2
k, b&1 r
2
k, b+1 } } } r
2
kk
The lemma now follows from observing that the last sum is in fact the
cofactor expansion along the first row of the determinant given in the
statement of the lemma. K
In the next lemma, we will use the following notation. If A is an n_n
matrix and a is its (i, j) entry, then C(det A, a) shall denote the minor of
the element a of A, that is, C(det A, a) is the determinant of the submatrix
that remains after the ith row and jth column are deleted from A.
Lemma 2.2.15. For 1 jk and 0b j&2, we have
( pj, n& j+1 } #b) # j&1& :
j&1
m=b+1
(ejm } # j&1)( pm, n& j+1 } #b)=(&1) j 2#j #b .
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.14, pm, n& j+1 } #b=0 for 1mb. Thus we have
:
j&1
m=b+1
(e jm } #j&1)( pm, n& j+1 } #b)
= :
j&1
m=1
(ejm } #j&1)( pm, n& j+1 } #b)
= :
j&1
m=1
:
k
s=1
(&1) j&1+m+s zjsC(#j&1 , zms)(&2)
_ :
k
t, u=1
(&1)t+u zmt z n& j+1, u C(#b , r2t, u)
=(&2) :
k
s, t, u=1
(&1)t+u zjs z n& j+1, u C(#b , r2t, u)
_\ :
j&1
m=1
(&1) j&1+m+s zmt C(#j&1 , zms)+
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=(&2) :
k
s, t, u=1
(&1)t+u zjs z n& j+1, u C(#b , r2tu)
_{$st #j&1& :
k
v=1
(&1)s+v r2tv C(#j&1 , r
2
sv)=
=(&2) #j&1 :
k
s, u=1
(&1)s+u zjs z n& j+1, u C(#b , r2su)
&(&2) :
k
s, u, v=1
(&1)s+v zjs z n& j+1, u C(#j&1 , r2sv)
_ :
k
t=1
(&1)t+u r2tvC(#b , r
2
tu)
=#j&1( pj, n& j+1 } #b)&(&2) :
k
s, u, v=1
(&1)s+v zjs z n& j+1, u C(# j&1 , r2sv)
_{$uv #b& :
b
l=1
(&1)b+u+(b&l+1) z n&l+1, u C(#b , z n&l+1, u)=
=#j&1( pj, n& j+1 } #b)&(&2) #b :
k
s, v=1
(&1)s+v z js z n& j+1, vC(#j&1 , r2sv)
+(&2) :
b
l=1 _ :
k
s, v=1
(&1)s+v zjsz n&l+1, v C(#j&1 , r2sv)&
_ :
k
u=1
(&1)u+l+1 z n& j+1, u C(#b , z n&l+1, u)
=#j&1( pj } n& j+1 } #b)&#b( p j, n& j+1 } # j&1)
+ :
b
l=1
( pj, n&l+1 } #j&1) :
k
u=1
(&1)u+l+1 z n& j+1, uC(#b , z n&l+1, u)
=#j&1( pj, n& j+1 } #b)&2(&1) j #b# j ,
since pj, n&l+1 .#j&1=0 for 1lb by the previous lemma. This proves the
lemma. K
We omit the proof of the following lemma as it is similar to the proof
for Lemma 2.2.14.
Lemma 2.2.16. For 1m j&1, we have
pm, n& j+1(ejm } #j&1)=(&1) j&1 2#j .
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Proposition 2.2.17. Let
m(:, ;)={;:
if :&;0,
if :&;<0.
Then
m*(’*+ej)=&2(m(:, ;)&*j+ j&1) *( j; 1, j&1) !*+ej .
Proof. Here we shall only prove the case when :&;0 as the proof
for the other case is similar. We recall the expression of m*(’*+ej) as given
in Eq. (2.2.8) and that !*=#ad :&; where a=a(:, ;, *). We have
m*(’*+ej)= :
j&1
m=1
(&1)m+1 pm, n& j+1 FmjH( j; 1, m&1)!*
+(&1) j+1 p j, n& j+1H( j; 1, j&1) } !*
= :
j&1
m=1
(&1)m+1 *( j; 1, m&1) pm, n& j+1
_[(&1) j+m+1 *( j; m, j&1)(ejm } #j&1) #a&ej&1d :&;]
+(&1) j+1 *( j; 1, j&1) p j, n& j+1 } !* (by Lemma 2.2.12)
=(&1) j *( j; 1, j&1) :
j&1
m=1
pm, n& j+1[(ejm } # j&1) #a&ej&1d :&;]
+(&1) j+1 *( j; 1, j&1) p j, n& j+1 } !*
=(&1) j *( j; 1, j&1) E
where
E= :
j&1
m=1
pm, n& j+1[(ejm } #j&1) #a&ej&1d :&;]& pj, n& j+1 } !*
= :
j&1
m=1 {( pm, n& j+1ejm } #j&1) #
a&ej&1
+ :
m&1
s=0
as(ejm } #j&1)( pm, n& j+1 } #s) #a&ej&1&es= d :&;
& :
j&1
s=0
as( pj, n& j+1 } #s) #a&esd :&;
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= :
j&1
m=1
(&1) j&1 2#j #a&ej&1d :&;
+ :
j&1
m=1
:
m&1
s=0
as(ejm } #j&1)( pm, n& j+1 } #s) #a&ej&1&esd :&;
& :
j&2
s=0
as( pj, n& j+1 } #s) #a&esd :&;&(&1) j aj&1(2#j) #a&ej&1d :&;
(by Lemma 2.2.16)
=(&1) j&1 2( j&1) !*+ej+ :
j&2
s=0
as _ :
j&1
m=s+1
(ejm } #j&1)( pm, n& j+1 } #s)&
_#a&ej&1&esd :&;+(&1) j+1 2aj&1!*+ej
& :
j&2
s=0
as( pj, n& j+1 } #s) #a&esd :&;
=(&1) j+1 2(a j&1+ j&1) !*+ej
& :
j&2
s=0
as _( p j, n& j+1 } #s) #j&1& :
j&1
m=s+1
(ejm } #j&1)( pm, n& j+1 } #s)&
_#a&ej&1&esd :&;
=(&1) j+1 2(a j&1+ j&1) !*+ej& :
j&2
s=0
as(&1) j 2#j #s #a&ej&1&esd :&;
(by Lemma 2.2.15)
=(&1) j+1 2(a j&1+ j&1) !*+ej+(&1)
j+1 2 :
j&2
s=0
as!*+ej
=(&1) j+1 2 \ :
j&1
s=0
as+ j&1+ !*+ej
=(&1) j+1 2(;&* j+ j&1) !*+ej . K
Corollary 2.2.18.
m*(*+ej)=&2(m(:, ;)&*j+ j&1) *( j; 1, j&1)
_* (n& j+1; n& j+2, n) !*+ej .
Proof. This follows immediately from Eq. (2.27) and Proposition
2.2.17. K
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2.3. Transition from V* to V*&ej
In this subsection we shall study the transitions of K-types from V* to
V*&ej for 1 jk.
Scholium. Let n be the direct sum of all the negative root spaces in a
reductive Lie algebra g. Let V1 and V2 be two irreducible representations of
g, and let ! be a highest weight vector in V1 . Then every vector in V1 V2
is a linear combination of vectors of the form X(!v) where X # U(n ) and
v # V2 .
In our case, g=gln(C) and n is the sum of weight spaces with weights
ei&ej , 1 j<in. Now for &=\ej , 1 jk, we let *+& be a highest
weight vector in V* pC of weight *+&
t
(cf. Eq. (2.1.2)). Then by the
above scholium, we know that *+& can be expressed as
*+&=:
|
X|(!* p|),
where p| is an element of pC with weight |. Since each X| # U(n ), it has
non-positive weight. Consequently each weight | which occurs in the
above sum is such that |&~ (i.e. |&&~ is a sum of positive roots). Hence
*+&= :
|>&
X|(!* p|)+c&(!* p&~ ), (2.3.1)
where c& is a nonzero complex number. Now for each + # 4+0 (k), we let
?+ : S :, ;K  V+ be the canonical projection. Then we have
m*(*+&)= :
|>&~
X|?*+&( p|!*)+c&?*+&( p&~ !*).
But if |>&~ , then the weight of p|!* is higher than the highest weight in
V*+& so that ?*+&( p| } !*)=0. Hence
m*(*+&)=c&?*+&( p&~ !*). (2.3.2)
It follows that determining m*(*+&) is equivalent to determining
?*+&( p&~ !*).
Now a close examination of Eq. (2.2.4) reveals that for &=ej ,
cej=(&1)
j+1 *( j; 1, j&1) * (n& j+1; n& j+2, n),
so that by Corollary 2.2.18, we obtain
?*+ej ( pj, n& j+1 } !*)={(&1)
j 2(;&*j+ j&1) !*+ej
(&1) j 2(:&*j+ j&1) !*+ej
if :&;0
if :&;<0.
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Now we consider a highest weight vector *&ej in V* pC of weight
*&ej
t
. Then *&ej can be expressed in the form given in Eq. (2.3.1). In
particular we may assume that c&ej=1, so that
*&ej= :
|> &e~ j
X|(!* p|)+!* pn& j+1, j ,
and
m*(*&ej)=?*&ej ( pn& j+1, j } !*)=b(:, ;, *, j) !*&ej , (2.3.3)
where b(:, ;, *, j) is a constant depending on :, ;, * and j. We shall
determine b(:, ;, *, j).
It turns out that we can determine ?*&ej ( pn& j+1, j } !*) by examining the
expression for ?*+ej ( pj, n& j+1 } !*) in the ‘‘Hermitian dual’’ of S
:, ;. Hence
we shall first try to identify the Hermitian dual of S:, ;. We shall restrict the
action of GLn(C) to SLn(C). As a SLn(C) module, S:, ; is isomorphic to
IndSLn(C)Qk (/:, ; | Qk) where
Qk=Pk & SLn(C)={\c0
b
a+ # Pk : (det a)(det c)=1= .
Direct computation shows that the modular function $=$Qk of Qk is
given by
$( p)=|det a|&2n ( p=mc, anb # Qk).
By general theory [Wn], the linear functional l on S &n, &n$IndSLn(C)Qk $
given by
l( f )=|
SU(n)
f (kJ) dk
is SLn(C) invariant. Here J is the n_k matrix ( 0Ik). Hence the sesquilinear
form on S:, ;_S &; &n, &: &n given by
( f1 , f2) =l( f1 f 2) (2.3.4)
is nondegenerate and SLn(C) invariant. This allows us to identify
S&; &n, &: &n with the Hermitian dual of S :, ;. In particular, we have the
following proposition:
Proposition 2.3.5. If Re(:+;)=&n, then ( } , } ) defines a SLn(C)
invariant inner product on S :, ;.
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Remark. Similarly, the bilinear form on S :, ;_S&:&n, &;&n given by
B( f1 , f2)=l( f1 f2)
is SLn(C) invariant. Thus we can identify the ‘‘dual’’ of S:, ; with
S&:&n, &;&n, that is, the (sln(C)C , SU(n))-module structure of S :, ;K is dual
to that of S &:&n, ;&nK .
In the following discussion, if a function f is taken from the space S:, ;,
we shall add the superscript (:, ;) to f and write it as f :, ;. We now fix
m # Z and consider a pair (:, ;) of complex numbers such that :&;=m.
Let :~ =&; &n and ; =&: &n. Then we have seen that S:~ , ; is the
Hermitian dual of S:, ;. Let * # 4+0 . We want to compute ?*&ej
( pn& j+1, j !:, ;* ). Note that we can write pj, n& j+1=X+iY and pn& j+1, j=
X&iY where X= 12.(Ej, n& j+1+En& j+1, j), Y=&
i
2.(Ej, n& j+1&
En& j+1, j) and X, Y # p (cf. Eq. (2.1.3)). Now since the form ( } , } ) defined
in Eq. (2.3.4) is SLn(C) invariant, the Lie algebra sln(C) of SLn(C) acts as
skew-Hermitian operators with respect to ( } , } ) . In particular X and Y are
skew-Hermitian with respect to this form. Consequently we have
( pn& j+1, j !:, ;* , !
:~ , ;
*&ej
)
=(X } !:, ;* , !
:~ , ;
*&ej
) &i(Y } !:, ;* , !
:~ , ;
*&ej
)
=&(!:, ;* , X } !
:~ , ;
*&ej
)+i(!:, ;* , Y!
:~ , ;
*&ej
)
=&(!:, ;* , (X+iY) } !
:~ , ;
*&ej
)
=&(!:, ;* , pj, n& j+1 } !
:~ , ;
*&ej
)
=&(!:, ;* , ?*( pj, n& j+1 } !
:~ , ;
*&ej
))
={&(!
:, ;
* , (&1)
j 2(; &(*j&1)+ j&1) !:~ , ;

* )
&(!:, ;* , (&1)
j 2(:~ &(*j&1)+ j&1) !:~ , ;

* )
if :&;0
if :&;<0
={(&1)
j 2(:+*j+n& j)<!:, ;* , !
:~ , ;
* )
(&1) j 2(;+* j+n& j)<!:, ;* , !
:~ , ;
* )
if :&;0
if :&;<0.
Let KJ denote the K orbit of J in Mnk(C). Then one can check that
#0 | KJ #1. Since :&;=:~ &; =m, we observe that
!:, ;* |KJ=!
:~ , ;
* | KJ .
Consequently, the integral
(!:, ;* , !
:~ , ; ) =|
SU(n)
(!:, ;* !
:~ , ;
* )(kJ) dk
does not depend on : and ;.
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Now for * # 4+0 (k) and 1 jk, we let
h(*, j)=(&1) j 2
(!:, ;* , !
:~ , ;
* )
(!:, ;*&ej , !
:~ , ;
*&ej
)
.
Then by Eq. (2.3.3), we obtain
b(:, ;, *, j)={(:+*j+n& j) h(*, j)(;+* j+n& j) h(*, j)
if :&;0
if :&;<0.
The above discussion together with Eq. (2.3.3) immediately yields the
following ‘‘negative transition formula’’:
Proposition 2.3.6. Let
M(:, ;)={:;
if :&;0,
if :&;<0.
Then
m*(*&ej)=(M(:, ;)+*j+n& j) h(*, j) !*&ej .
2.4. Reducibility and Composition Series
In this subsection we shall use the transition formulas which we obtained
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 to determine for which values of : and ;, the
module S:, ; is irreducible. We also describe the composition series of S :, ;
when it is reducible.
We shall associate to the K-type V* the integral point *=(*1 , ..., *k) in
Rk. Thus the set of all K-types in S:, ; corresponds to the subset
4+0 (k)=[(*1 , ..., *k) # Z
k : *1*2 } } } *k0]
of Rk. Note that in the case when k=2, this subset is contained in the first
quadrant of the plane R2. We now let (:, ;) be a fixed pair of complex
number such that :&; # Z. Recall that
m=m(:, ;)={;:
if :&;0,
if :&;<0,
and
M=M(:, ;)={:;
if :&;0,
if :&;<0.
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FIGURE 1
We now assume that : and ; are real numbers. Then m=min(:, ;) and
M=max(:, ;). We use the transition coefficients to define the following
hyperplanes. For 1 jk, let l +j and l
&
j be the hyperplanes in R
k defined
by the equations
l &j : xj=&(M+n& j), l
+
j : xj=m+ j&1.
Here x1 , ..., xk are the standard coordinates in Rk. Our results show that if
&(M+n& j)0, then any K-type V* with * # l &j (i.e., *j=&(M+n& j))
cannot move ‘‘leftward’’ to the K-type V*&ej . On the other hand if
m+ j&10 then a K-type V* with * # l +j (i.e., *j=m+ j&1) cannot
move ‘‘rightward’’ to reach V*+ej . Hence l
&
j and l
+
j can be viewed as
barriers to the transition of K-types under the action of the enveloping
algebra of gln(C)C . This can be visualized as in Fig. 1.
In particular one sees that if both the parameters : and ; are not
integers (so that both m and M are not integers), then none of the barriers
l &j and l
+
j contain any K-type. Consequently they will not obstruct any
transition of K-types and therefore the corresponding representation is
irreducible. It is clear that if : and ; are not real, then we will arrive at the
same conclusion. Thus we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4.1. Let :, ; # C be such that :&; # Z. If :, ;  Z, then S :, ;
is irreducible.
However, the converse is not true. There exist integers : and ; for which
S:, ; is irreducible. We shall now carry out a more detailed analysis of the
module structure of S :, ; when both the parameters are integers. Recall that
in this case m(:, ;)=min(:, ;) and M(:, ;)=max(:, ;). Since the barrier
hyperplane l &j is defined by the equation xj=&(M+n& j), we observe
that l &j will not affect the transition of K-types if &(M+n& j)0. Thus
l &j will cause reducibility only when M&(n& j+1). Similarly, l
+
j
causes reducibility only when m&( j&1). This is indicated in Fig. 2.
Theorem 2.4.2. If :, ; # Z, min(:, ;)&k and max(:, ;)&(n&k),
then S:, ; is irreducible.
Proof. If min(:, ;)<&(k&1), then none of the l +j affects transitions,
and if max(:, ;)>&(n&k+1), then none of the l &j affects transitions. K
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FIGURE 2
Corollary 2.4.3. If S:, ; is on the unitary axis (i.e., Re(:+;)=&n),
then it is irreducible.
Proof. If :, ;  Z, then S:, ; is irreducible by Theorem 2.4.1. So we
assume that : and ; are integers. In this case, min(:, ;)(:+;)2=
&n2&k. Since min(:, ;)+max(:, ;)=&n,
max(:, ;)=&n&min(:, ;)&n+k.
It follows from Theorem 2.4.2 that S:, ; is irreducible. K
Next we shall examine the structure of those S:, ; which are reducible.
For later use, we introduce the following notation. For 0 jk, and a # Z,
we define
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[* # 4+0 (k) : *1a] if j=0,
E(a, j )={[* # 4+0 (k) : *ja+ j*j+1] if 1 jk&1, (2.4.4)[* # 4+0 (k) : *ka+k] if j=k.
Note that if j<k and a+ j<0, then E(a, j)=<.
We first consider the case when m=min(:, ;)&k+1. In this case all
the hyperplanes l &j are outside 4
+
0 (k) so that we only need to examine the
effect of the l +j ’s. For 1 jk, we let
A j1=[* # 4
+
0 (k) : *jm+ j&1], A
j
2=[* # 4
+
0 (k) : *j>m+ j&1].
We note that for each 0sk,
(A12 & A
2
2 & } } } & A
s
2) & (A
s+1
1 & A
s+2
1 & } } } & A
k
1)=E(m, s),
and E(m, s){< if and only if s&m. If E(m, s) is nonempty then we call
the subspace generated by the K-types in E(m, s) a constituent of S:, ;. We
shall frequently abuse notation and denote this constituent also by E(m, s).
The dominance condition *1*2 } } } *k implies that A j2 A
j&1
2 and
A j1 A
j+1
1 . Hence in fact, E(m, s)=A
s
2 & A
s+1
1 , since A
s
2 and A
s
1 are com-
plementary. From this, we see that the nonempty E(m, s)’s form a partition
of 4+0 (k), i.e.,
4+0 (k)=. [E(m, s) : E(m, s){<]
= .
k
s=max(0, &m)
E(m, s).
Recall that the K-types in S:, ; are indexed by 4+0 (k). It follows that if
m0, S:, ; has k+1 constituents, and if &k+1m&1, then S :, ; has
k&(&m)+1=k+m+1 constituents.
It is also clear from the transition coefficients that if for some s, E(m, s)
and E(m, s+1) are both nonempty, then the vectors in E(m, s+1) can be
transformed to the vectors in E(m, s) but the vectors in E(m, s) cannot be
transformed to the vectors in E(m, s+1). We shall represent this fact
graphically as in Fig. 3.
The module diagrams (see Section 7 of [L1]) of S:, ; are given in Fig. 4.
FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
From our discussion, the following theorem, which gives a composition
series of S:, ;, is now clear.
Theorem 2.4.5. Let :, ; # Z and suppose that m=min(:, ;)&k+1.
Let h=max(0, &m). Then the chain of submodules
0E(m, h)E(m, h)E(m, h+1) } } }
 
k&1
s=h
E(m, s)S:, ;= 
k
s=h
E(m, s)
is a composition series for S :, ;.
Next we consider the case when M=max(:, ;)&(n&k+1). We note
that all the l +j ’s are outside 4
+
0 (k) so that we only need to examine the
effect of the l &j ’s on the transition of K-types. For 1 jk, we let
B j1=[* # 4
+
0 (k) : *j<&(M+n& j)],
B j2=[* # 4
+
0 (k) : *j&(M+n& j)]
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We note that for each 0sk,
(B12 & } } } & B
s
2) & (B
s+1
1 & } } } & B
k
1)=E(&M&n, s),
and E(&M&n, s){< if and only if sM+n. As before we have
4+0 (k)=. [E(&M&n, s) : E(&M&n, s){<]
= .
k
s=max(0, M+n)
E(&M&n, s).
If both E(&M&n, s) and E(&M&n, s+1) are nonempty, then the
vectors in E(&M&n, s) can be transformed to the vectors in
E(&M&n, s+1) but the vectors in E(&M&n, s+1) cannot be transfor-
med to vectors in E(&M&n, s). With this information, we are able to
describe the composition series of S:, ; in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4.6. Let :, ; # Z and suppose that M=max(:, ;)
&(n&k+1). Let h=max(0, M+n). Then the chain of submodules
0E(M+n, k)E(M+n, k)E(M+n, k&1)
 } } }  
k
s=h+1
E(M+n, s)S:, ;= 
k
s=h
E(M+n, s)
is a composition series of S:, ;.
Remark. There is another way of determining the structure of S:, ; in
Theorem 2.4.6. Let :*=&:&n and ;*=&;&n. We have remarked in
Section 2.3 that (S:, ;)*$S :*, ;*, i.e., the (sln(C)C , SU(n)) module structure
of S :*, ;* is contragradient to the (sln(C)C , SU(n)) module structure of
S:, ;. We note that
m(:*, ;*)=min(&:&n, &;&n)=&max(:, ;)&n=&M(:, ;)&n.
If M(:, ;)&(n&k+1), then m(:*, ;*)n&k+1&n=&k+1. In this
case, the structure of S:*, ;* is given in Theorem 2.45. Hence we can also
deduce the structure of S:, ; by examining the structure of S :*, ;*. In
particular, one can check that if V* is a K-type in S :, ;, then
V* E(&M(:, ;)&n, s) if and only if its contragradient module (V*)* is
in the constituent E(m(:*, ;*), s) of S:*, ;*. Hence there is a bijective
correspondence between constituents of S:, ; and S:*, ;*, and the module
diagram of S:, ; can be obtained by ‘‘reversing’’ the module diagram of
S:*, ;*.
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2.5. Unitarity
In this subsection, we discuss the unitarity of the constituents of S:, ;. In
considering unitarity, we should restrict our attention to the the action of
SLn(C), to avoid difficulties arising from our normalization of the central
character of the S:, ;. On this point, the case k=n2 differs substantially
from the case k<n2.
We have seen in Proposition 2.3.5 and Corollary 2.4.3 that the unitary
axis consists of all S :, ; such that Re(:+;)=&n, and that all these
representations are irreducible. The symmetry conditions (cf. [Kn,
Chap. 16]) for the existence of complementary series are satisfied when
k=n2, but not when k<n2. It follows that, when k=n2 and :=;, there
is a complementary series, but not in any other case. The one positive case
yields the well-known Stein complementary series [St] for &n2&1<:=
;<&n2+1. We note that the papers [S3] and [Z] which cover the case
k=n2, use heavily the intertwining operators which exist here, and which
give rise to the complementary series.
Passing beyond the complementary series, given the fact that S:, ; is
Hermitian when :=; is real and n=2k, arguments as in [HT], [L1],
[L2], etc., show that at points of reducibility the ‘‘large’’ constituent, for
which all the *j are unbounded, is unitary, and the others are not, except
that when :=&j where j is an integer such that 0 jn2&1, the
smallest constituent, defined by *j+1=0, could be unitary. In fact, a
slightly more delicate reasoning than that used to deduce unitarity of the
large constituent shows that it is unitary.
Precisely, when :=; is real but non-integral, the representation S:, : is
irreducible, and carries an SLn(C)-invariant Hermitian form, unique up to
scalar multiples. This form may be described as follows. We think of the
S:, : as induced representations, as described in Section 2.3. Thus, elements
of S :, : may be thought of as functions on SLn(C). Let K$=SU(n). Then
restricting these functions to K$ gives a linear isomorphism of S:, : with a
certain subspace Y of functions on K$. As suggested by the notation, the
space Y is independent of :. Thus, for each :, the SLn(C)-invariant
Hermitian form on S:, : may be transferred to a Hermitian form ( , ): on Y.
The space Y is contained in L2(K$), and so inherits from L2(K$) a
K$-invariant Hermitian inner product ( , )K$ . The restriction mapping
from S:, : to Y is K$-equivariant, so the Hermitian form ( , ): on Y will
also be K$-invariant. We know that as a representation of K$, the space Y
is multiplicity-free. For * # 4+0 (k), let Y* be the K$-isotypic component
corresponding to the highest weight
* =(*1 , *2 , ..., *n2 , &*n2 , ..., &*1).
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Let ( , )* be the restriction of the form ( , )K$ to Y* . Since Y* is irreducible
under the action of K$, there is only one K$-invariant Hermitian form on
Y* up to multiples. Hence we may write
( , ): | Y*=c*(:)( , )* .
Of course, we are free to multiply ( , ): by any scalar, and doing so will
multiply all the c*(:) by the same scalar. Then the ratios c*(:)c+(:) for
two different highest weights * and +, will be independent of the scalar
multiple; and conversely, these ratios determine ( , ): up to scalar multi-
ples.
The ratios c*(:)c+(:) are determined by our transition coefficients.
Specifically, the condition that ( , ): be SLn(C)-invariant implies that
( pj, n& j+1 !* , !*+ej):+(!* , pn& j+1, j !*+ej):=0
for all :, * and j. According to the computations in Sections 2.2 and 2.3
(especially Proposition 2.2.17, Corollary 2.2.18 and Proposition 2.3.6, this
amounts to the equation
(:&*j+ j&1) c*+ej (:)+(:+*j+n& j+1) c*(:)=0.
Rewriting this as
c*+ej (:)
c*(:)
=
*j+n+1+:& j
*j+1&:& j
,
we see that the form ( , ): has the same sign on V* and V*+ej exactly when
the ratio (*j+n+1+:& j)(*j+1&:& j) is positive. If we take :&n2,
which we may do without loss of generality, the numerator *j+n+1+
:& j is always positive. Hence the ratio of the signs ( , ): on V* and V*+ej
depends on the sign of *j+1&:& j.
Fix j, 0 jn2&1. When :=&j, the span of the V* for which * j+1=0
(and hence, *l=0 for j<ln2) form a SLn(C)-submodule (S & j& j)0 of
S& j, &j. In (S & j& j)0 , the transitions *  *\el for l j, suffice to pass
from any K-type to any other. For l j and :=&j&= for small =, the
ratios
c*+el(:)
c*(:)
=
*l+n+1& j&l&=
*l+1+( j&l)+=
are all positive and bounded as a function of :. It follows that a suitable
normalization of ( , ): converges to a positive definite Hermitian form on
(S& j& j)0 . Since ( , ): is SLn(C)-invariant when ={0, it will remain so in
the limit of ==0. Thus (S& j& j)0 supports a SLn(C)-invariant Hermitian
form, as claimed.
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Remarks. (i) When the form ( , ): is normalized as needed for
purposes of the above argument, it will blow up on all spaces V* for
which *j+1>0. However, this is of no concern to us when we restrict our
attention to (S& j& j)0 .
(ii) In Section 2.6 we will see that the modules (S & j, &j)0 are actually
isomorphic to modules coming from the unitary axis of the series
associated with the parabolic Pj . This gives another proof of unitarity.
However, this alternative argument does not seem to extend to the
non-spherical series over R.
Our main goal in the rest of this section is to show that when k<n2
and S:, ; is not on the unitary axis, then no constituent of S :, ; can be
unitary, except for the trivial representation (which occurs in S0, 0).
Our idea is the following. We note that the noncompact part p of gln(C)
has a nontrivial zero weight space. So there are transitions from a K-type
V* to itself which might obstruct unitarity. This is the case. We will
compute one such transition. We let
T=\1&1n+ p11&
1
n
:
n
j=2
p jj .
Then T # sln(C). For a K-type V* in S :, ;, we shall compute ?*(T!*). If the
constituent of S:, ; containing V* is unitary, then it is necessary that T act
as a skew-hermitian operator with respect to the form, i.e.,
(T!* , !*)=&(!* , T!*).
Hence if ?*(T!*)=b*!* , then for S :, ; to be unitary, it is necessary that
Re(b*)=0, that is, b* is purely imaginary or zero. We shall explicitly
compute this constant b* , and from this our claims follow.
Note that the operator T can be expressed as
T= p11&
1
n
I,
where
I= :
n
j=1
pjj .
Thus
?*(T!*)=?*( p11!*)&
1
n
?*(I!*).
We compute ?*(I!*) in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.5.1. If f # S:, ;, then
If =k(:+;) f.
Proof. We let GLk(C) act on C(M$nk(C)) by right multiplication:
(R(g) f )(z)= f (zg) (z # Mnk(C), g # GLk(C)).
As usual, this action induces an action of glk(C) and its complexification
glk(C)C $glk(C)glk(C) on C(M$nk(C)). Let [E ab] be the standard
basis of u(k)C $glk(C). Then one can check that E ab acts as the differential
operator
E ab= :
n
j=1 \zja

zjb
+z jb

z ja+ .
We note that
I= :
n
j=1
pjj
= :
n
j=1
:
k
a=1 \zja

zja
+z ja

z ja+
= :
k
a=1
:
n
j=1 \zja

zja
+z ja

z ja+
= :
k
a=1
R(E aa).
On the other hand, if f # S:, ;, then
[R(E aa) f ](z)=
d
dt
f (z exp tE aa) } t=0
=
d
dt
[[det(exp tE aa)]: [det(exp tE aa)]; f (z)] } t=0
=
d
dt
(1+et): (1+et); f (z) } t=0
=(:+;) f (z).
It follows that if f # S:, ;, then
If = :
k
a=1
(:+;) f =k(:+;) f. K
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We shall devote the remainder of this section to computing ?*( p11!*).
We consider the element C2 of U(gln(C)) given by
C2= :
1i< jn }
eii+1
eji
eij
ejj } .
In fact, C2 is in the center of U(gln(C)) (cf. [HU, p. 585]). Consequently
it acts as a scalar on every finite dimensional irreducible gln(C) module.
Now we can write
C2=H&E (2.5.2)
where
H= :
i< j
(eii+1) e jj and E= :
i< j
eji eij .
Recall that for * # 4+0 (k), the K-type V* in S
:, ; has highest weight
* =(* 1 , ..., * n), where
* =(* 1 , ..., * n)
={(*1+:&;, ..., *k+:&;, 0, ..., 0, &*k , ..., &*1)(*1 , ..., *k , 0, ..., 0, &*k+:&;, ..., &*1+:&;)
if :&;0,
if :&;<0.
Now
C2!*=H!*&E!*=c2(*) !*&0=c2(*) !*
where c2(*)=i< j (* i+1) * j . Consequently C2 } v=c2(*) v for every v in V* .
Lemma 2.5.3. For * # 4+0 (k), we have
c2(*)&c2(*+e1)=2*1+|:&;|+n.
Proof. This is a straightforward computation from the definitions of
c2(*), c2(*+e1) and * . K
Recall from Section 2.2 that as a U(n) module, pC $CnCn*. Under
this isomorphism p11 corresponds to =1 =1*. We now consider the vector
!* =1 in V* Cn. It is a highest weight vector of weight * +e1 .
Consequently,
!* =1 =1* # \* +e1 Cn*= :
n
j=1
\(* +e1)&ej.
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Here \+ denotes a copy of the irreducible gln(C) module with highest
weight +. It follows that
p11 !*=m*(!* p11) # m* \ :
n
j=1
\* +e1&ej+
V* V*+e1 .
Hence we can write p11 !*=?*( p11!*)+?*+e1( p11!*). If we apply C2 to
p11 !* we obtain
C2( p11!*)=c2(*) ?*( p11!*)+c2(*+e1) ?*+e1( p11 !*).
Consequently, by Lemma 2.5.3,
(C2&c2(*+e1))( p11!*)=(c2(*)&c2(*+e1)) ?*( p11*)
=(2*1+|:&;|+n) ?*( p11 *),
so that
?*( p11!*)=
1
2*1+|:&;|+n
(C2&c2(*+e1))( p11!*). (2.5.4)
Lemma 2.5.5. We have
(C2&c2(*+e1))( p11!*)
={
[(*1+:&;)(2*1+:&;+n)+2(;&*1)(*1+:&;+k)] !*
if :&;0,
[*1(2*1+;&:+n)+2(:&*1)(*1+k)] !*
if :&;<0.
We shall postpone the proof of this lemma to the end of the section.
It follows from Eq. (2.5.4) and Lemma 2.5.5 that
?*( p11!*)={
_(*1+:&;)+2(;&*1)(*1+:&;+k)2*1+:&;+n & !*
(2.5.6)
if :&;0,
_*1+2(:&*1)(*1+k)2*1+;&:+n & !*
if :&;<0.
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Proposition 2.5.7. For * # 4+0 (k), we have
?*(T!*)={
(:+;+n)
(n&2k) *1+(:&;)(n&k)
n(2*1+:&;+n)
!*
if :&;0,
(:+;+n)
(n&2k) *1+k(:&;)
n(2*1+;&:+n)
!*
if :&;<0,
Proof. This follows by a routine computation using Eq. (2.5.6) and
Lemma 2.5.1. K
Corollary 2.5.8. Suppose that
(i) n>2k or :{;, and
(ii) Re(:+;){&n.
Then every constituent of S:, ; except the constituent which contains only the
trivial K-type is not unitary.
Proof. Consider the case when :&;0. If Re(:+;){&n, then
Re {(:+;+n) (n&2k) *1+(:&;)(n&k)n(2*1+:&;+n) =
=
(n&2k) *1+(:&;)(n&k)
n(2*+:&;+n)
Re(:+;+n)
=0
if and only if (n&2k) *1=0 and :=;. In this case, if 2k<n, then *1=0,
so that *=0. This corresponds to the trivial representation. The case when
:&;<0 is similar. K
Finally we shall prove Lemma 2.5.5. We need to establish several
preliminary results. For convenience we introduce the following notation.
For 1gk, let [s1 , ..., sg , t1 , ..., tg] be a subset of [z1 , ..., zn , z 1 , ..., z n]
where for 1 jn,
zj=(zj1 , ..., zjk), z j=(z j1 , ..., z jk).
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Then we set
d(s1 , sg ; t1 , ..., tg)=}
0
t11 } } } t1k
} . (2.5.9)
b b
tg1 } } } tgk
s11 } } } sg1 r211 } } } r
2
1k
b b b b
s1k } } } sgk r2k1 } } } r
2
kk
Thus for 1 jk,
#j=d(z1 , ..., zj ; z n& j+1 , ..., z n).
Lemma 2.5.10. We have
(i) nj=a+1 d(zj , z2 , ..., za , z n&a+1 , ..., z n) d(z1 , z j) = &#0#a &
d(z1 , z 1) #a for 1ak.
(ii) nj=n&a+1 d(z1 , ..., za , z n&a+1 , ..., z j&1 , z 1 , z j+1 , ..., z n) d(z1 , z j)
=d(z1 , z 1) #a for 1ak.
(iii) nj=k+1 (ej1 d) d(z1 ; z j)=&(#0+d(z1 ; z 1)) d.
(iv) nj=n&k+1(e j1$) d(z1 ; z j)=&$d(z1 ; z 1).
(v) nj=1 d(zj ; z j)=&k#0 .
Proof. Recall the notation C(det A, a) used in Lemma 2.2.15. For
1 jn, we have
d(zj , z2 , ..., za ; z n&a+1 , ..., z n)= :
k
s=1
(&1)a+s+1 zjsC(#a , z1s),
and
d(z1 , z j)= :
k
t=1
(&1)t z1tC(d(z1 , z j), z1t)
= :
k
t=1
(&1)t z1t :
k
u=1
(&1)u+1 z juC(#0 , r2tu)
= :
k
t, u=1
(&1)t+u+1 z1t z juC(#0 , r2tu).
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Since d(zj , z2 , ..., za ; z n&a+1 , ..., z n)=0 for 2 ja,
#ad(z1 , z 1)+ :
n
j=a+1
d(zj , z2 , ..., za ; z n&a+1 , ..., z n) d(z1 , z j)
= :
n
j=1
d(zj , z2 , ..., za ; z n&a+1 , ..., z n) d(z1 , z j)
= :
n
j=1
:
k
s=1
(&1)a+s+1 zjsC(#a , z1s) :
k
t, u=1
(&1)t+u+1 z1t z juC(#0 , r2tu)
= :
k
s, t, u=1
(&1)a+s+t+u z1tC(#a , z1s) \ :
n
j=1
zjs z ju+ C(#0 , r2tu)
= :
k
s, t, u=1
(&1)a+s+t+u z1t C(#a , z1s) r2suC(#0 , r
2
tu)
= :
k
s, t=1
(&1)a+s z1t C(#a , z1s) :
k
u=1
(&1)t+u r2su C(#0 , r
2
tu)
= :
k
s, t=1
(&1)a+s z1t C(#a , z1s) $st #0
=&\ :
k
s=1
(&1)a+s+1 z1s C(#a , z1s)+ #0
=&#a #0 .
This proves (i). The proof for (ii) is similar to that of (i).
For (iii), we have
d(z1 , z 1) d+ :
n
j=k+1
(ej1 d ) d(z1 , z j)
= :
n
j=1 }
zj1
z21
b
zk1
z j2
z22
b
zk2
} } }
} } }
} } }
zjk
z2k
b
zkk } }
0
z11
b
z1k
z j1
r211
b
r2k1
} } }
} } }
} } }
z jk
r21k
b
r2kk }
= :
n
j=1
:
k
s=1
(&1)1+s zjsC(d, z1s) :
k
t, u=1
(&1)t+u+1 z1t z juC(#0 , r2tu)
= :
k
s, t=1
(&1)s z1t C(d, z1s) :
k
u=1
(&1)t+u r2suC(#0 , r
2
tu)
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= :
k
s, t=1
(&1)s z1t C(d, z1s) $st#0
=&\ :
k
s=1
(&1)s+1 z1s C(d, z1s)+ #0
=&d#0 . K
The proof for (iv) is similar to that of (ii).
Finally we prove (v). We have
:
n
j=1 }
0
zj1
b
zjk
z j1
r211
r2k1
} } }
} } }
} } }
z jk
r21k
r2kk}= :
n
j=1
:
k
a, b=1
(&1)a+b+1 zja z jb C(#0 , r2ab)
= :
k
a, b=1
(&1)a+b+1 r2abC(#0 , r
2
ab)
=&k#0 . K
We shall introduce some notation here (which is different from the nota-
tion introduced in Eq. (2.2.10)). For * # 4+0 (k), we let a=a(*)=(a1 , ..., ak)
be given by
a1=*1&*2 , a2=*2&*3 , ..., *k&1=*k&1&*k , *k=*k ,
and
#a(*)=#a11 } #
a2
2 } } } #
ak
k .
Then the highest weight vector !* in the K-type V* of S :, ; can be expressed
as
!+={#
;&*1
0 #
a(*)d :&;
#:&*10 #
a(*)$;&:
if :&;0,
if :&;<0.
Lemma 2.5.11. Let * # 4+0 (k) and a=a(*).
(i) For :&;0, we have
:
n
j=2
d(z1 ; z j) ej1(#ad :&;) #;&*1&10
=&(*1+:&;) !*&(2*1+:&;) d(z1 ; z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;.
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(ii) For :&;<0, we have
:
n
j=2
d(z1 ; z j) ej1(#a$;&:) #:&*1&10
=&*1!*&(2*1+;&:) d(z1 ; z 1) #:&*1&10 #
a$;&:.
Proof. We have
:
n
j=2
d(z1 ; z j) ej1(#ad :&;) #;&*1&10
= :
n
j=2
d(z1 ; z j) { :
k
s=1
as(ej1#s) #a&esd :&;+(:&;)(ej1d ) #ad :&;&1= #;&*1&10 .
Now
0
if 2js,
d(zj , z2 , ..., zs , z n&s+1 , ..., z n)
ej1 #s={ if s+1jn&s,d(zj , z2 , ..., zs , z n&s+1 , ..., z n)&d(z1 , ..., zs , z n&s+1 , ..., z j&1 , z 1 , z j+1 , ..., z n)
if n&s+1 jn.
Thus
:
n
j=2
d(z1 ; z j) ej1(#ad :&;) #;&*1&10
= :
k
s=1
as { :
n
j=s+1
d(z1 ; z j) d(zj , z2 , ..., zs ; z n&s+1 , ..., z n)
& :
n
j=n&s+1
d(z1 ; z j) d(z1 , ..., zs ; z n&s+1 , ..., z j&1 , z 1 , z j+1 , ..., z n)=
_#a&esd :&;#;&*1&10 +(:&;) _ :
n
j=2
d(z1 ; z j)(ej1 d )&
_#ad :&;&1#;&*1&10
= :
k
s=1
as[&#0#s&d(z1 ; z 1) #s&d(z1 ; z 1) #s] #a&esd :&;#;&*1&10
&(:&;)[#0+d(z1 ; z 1)] #ad :&;#;&*1&10 (by Lemma 2.5.10)
=&(*1+:&;) !*&(2*1+:&;) d(z1 ; z 1) #ad :&;#;&*1&10 .
This proves (i). The proof for (ii) is similar. K
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Proof of Lemma 2.5.5. We shall only prove the case when :&;0.
Since p11#j=#j for all 1 jk, p11d=d and p11 #0=&2d(z1 , z 1), we have
p11 !*=p11(#;&*10 #
ad :&;)
=(*1+:&;) !*&2(;&*1) d(z1 ; z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;. (2.5.12)
Recall that C2=H&E. Then
C2( p11!*)=H( p11!*)& :
i< j
ejieij[&2(;&*1) d(z1 ; z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;]
(since eij !*=0 for i< j)
=c2(*) p11!*+2(;&*1) :
n
j=2
ej1e1j[d(z1 ; z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;]
(since for j>i>1, eijd(z1 ; z 1)=0,
and eij (#;&*1&10 #
ad :&;)=0.)
=c2(*) p11!*&2(;&*1) :
n
j=2
ej1(d(z1 ; z j) #ad :&;) #;&*1&10
=c2(*) p11!*&2(;&*1) :
n
j=2
[(d(zj ; z j)&d(z1 ; z 1)) #ad :&;
+d(z1 ; z j) ej1(#ad :&;)] #;&*1&10
=c2(*) p11!*+2(;&*1) {& :
n
j=2
d(zj ; z j) #ad :&;#;&*1&10
+(n&1) d(z1 ; z 1) #ad :&;#;&*1&10
& :
n
j=2
d(z1 ; z j) ej1(#ad :&;) #;&*1&10 =
=c2(*) p11!*+2(;&*1) {& :
n
j=1
d(zj ; z j) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;
+nd(z1 ; z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;+(*1+:&;) !*
+(2*1+:&;) d(z1 ; z 1)) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;]
(by (i) of Lemma 2.5.11)
=c2(*) p11!*+2(;&*1)[(k#0) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;
+nd(z1 , z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;+(*1+:&;) !*
+(2*1+:&;) d(z1 ; z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;]
(by (v) of Lemma 2.5.10)
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=c2(*) p11!*+2(;&*1)(*1+:&;+k) !*+(2*1+:&;+n)
_[2(;&*1) d(z1 ; z 1) #;&*1&10 #
ad :&;]
=c2(*) p11!*+2(;&*1)(*1+:&;+k) !*
+(2*1+:&;+n)[&p11!*+(*1+:&;) !*]
(by Eq. (2.5.12))
=[c2(*)&(2*1+:&;+n)] p11 !*
+[(*1+:&;)(2*1+:&;+n)
+2(;&*1)(*1+:&;+k)] !*
=c2(*+e1) p11 !*+[(*1+:&;)(2*1+:&;+n)
+2(;&*1)(*1+:&;+k)] !* ,
by Lemma 2.5.3. K
2.6. Connections between the Different Series
In this subsection, we investigate the smallest subrepresentation of Sa, a,
for integral a, with &n2a0. These constituents reveal an interesting
connection between the series of representations for different k. Since now
we will be dealing with different series of representations, we will augment
our notation so that it indicates the series also. Thus we write S :, ;k for the
subspace of functions on Mnk(C) hitherto denoted simply by S:, ;.
We have seen that for integers a such that 0ak, the representation
S &a, &ak has a unique smallest irreducible constituent, and all the K-types of
this constituent satisfy *a+1=0. Call this constituent (S &a, &ak )0 (this
constituent is denoted by E(&a, a) in Section 2.4).
Proposition 2.6.1. For kln2, the spaces S &l, &lk and (S
&k, &k
l )0
define equivalent SL(n, C)-modules.
Proof. We only give the basic idea of the proof, which is to construct
an intertwining operator between the two spaces by integrating over a
subspace of the form Mlk(C)Mnk(C). K
Corollary 2.6.2. For n even, and integral k, 0kn2, we have
(S &k, &kn2 )0 $S &n2, &n2k . In particular, (S &k, &kn2 )0 is unitary (when k=0, we
understand S :, ;k to be the trivial representation of SLn(C)).
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3. DEGENERATE SERIES OF GLn(R)
In this section, we present calculations for GLn(R) analogous to those
for GLn(C) in Section 2. Since many things are similar in the two Sections,
we will be somewhat briefer here.
3.1. The Degenerate Series and the Modules L:, \
For m, l # Z, Mml (R) shall denote the space of all m_l real matrices. For
1k[n2], we let
Pk={\c0
b
a+ : c # GLn&k(R), a # GLk(R), b # Mn&k, k(R)= .
Then Pk is a maximal parabolic subgroup of GLn(R). For : # C, let
/\: : Pk  C be given by
/\: _\c0
b
a+&={
(det a):
\|det a| :
if det a>0,
if det a<0.
We shall study the degenerate series
IndGLn(R)Pk /
\
: =[ f # C
(GLn(R)) : f (gp)=[/\: ( p)]
&1 f (g),
g # GLn(R), p # Pk]
on which GLn(R) acts by left translation:
(g } f )(h)= f (g&1h), ( f # IndGLn(R)Pk /
\
: , g, h # GLn(R)).
These representations are isomorphic to certain spaces of smooth functions
on M$nk(R), the set of rank k matrices in Mnk(R). We consider the follow-
ing action _ of GLn(R) on Mnk(R):
_(g)(x)=(g&1)t x, (g # GLn(R), x # Mnk(R)). (3.1.1)
For : # C we let
L:, \=[ f # C(M$nk(R)):
f (xa)={(det a)
: f (x)
\|det a|: f (x)
if det a>0,
if det a<0,
\x # Mnk(R), a # GLk(R)= .
The action _ induces an action (also denoted by _) of GLn(R) on L:, \
given by
[_(g) f ](x)= f (_(g&1) x)= f (gtx) (g # GLn(R), x # Mnk(R)).
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Let
M={mc, a=\c0
0
a+ : c # GLn&k(R), a # GLk(R)=
and
N={nb=\In&k0
b
Ik+ : b # Mn&k, k(R)= .
Then Pk=MN. Let J be the n_k matrix ( 0Ik). If p=mc, a nb # Pk , then
_( p) J=J(a&1)t. Using this, one can check that, for each f # L:, \, the
function f : GLn(R)  C defined by f (g)= f (_(g)J) is in IndGLn(R)Pk /
\
: .
Hence f  f defines isomorphisms for L:, \$IndGLn(R)Pk /
\
: .
3.2. so(n)C -Highest Weight Vectors in L:, \
Let K=O(n), the orthogonal group. Then K is a maximal compact sub-
group of GLn(R). In [Wy], the irreducible representations of O(n) are
parametrized by certain Young diagrams, and we shall follow this conven-
tion here. We refer the readers to [Wy] and [Ho1] for more details. If D
is such a Young’s diagram, then we shall denote the corresponding
irreducible representation of O(n) by \D. Recall that in Section 2.1, 4+0 (k)
is the set of all k-tuples *=(*1 , ..., *k) of nonnegative integers such that
*1*2 } } } *k . We identify * with the Young’s diagram (*1 , ..., *k , 0,
0, ...). Similarly, 2* and 2*+1k shall denote the Young’s diagram (2*1 , 2*2 ,
..., 2*k , 0, 0, ...) and (2*1+1, 2*2+1, ..., 2*k+1, 0, 0, ...), respectively.
We can see directly from the definition that
(IndGLn(R)Pk /
\
: )|K $Ind
O(n)
O(n&k)_O(k) det
=
k ,
where detk denotes the determinant character of O(k), and ==0 for /+: ,
and ==1 for /&: . It follows from the CartanHelgason theorem [He] that
L:, +|K= 
* # 4
0
+(k)
V2* , L:, &| K= 
* # 4
0
+(k)
V2*+1k , (3.2.1)
where for each * # 4+0 (k), V2* $\2* and V2*+1k $\
2*+1k.
We note that the formula for _ also defines an action of GLn(R) on
P(Mnk)C , the algebra of complex-valued polynomials on Mnk(R)=Mnk .
Let [xjl : 1 jn, 1lk] be the system of standard coordinates on
Mnk . Then the standard basis of gln(R) acts by the operators
:
k
s=1
x js

xls
(1 j, ln). (3.2.2)
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Consider a new system of coordinates given by
zjl=x2j&1, l&ix2j, l ,
zn& j+1, l=z jl=x2j&1, l+ix2j, l .
for 1 jm=[n2], and 1lk. If n is odd, we also set
zm+1, l=z m+1, l=- 2 xn, l (1lk).
These coordinates are well suited to a description of highest weight vectors
for K.
The Lie algebra gln(R) of GLn(R) admits a Cartan decomposition
gln(R)=so(n)p where so(n) is the orthogonal Lie algebra which consists
of all n_n real skew symmetric matrices and p denote the space of n_n
real symmetric matrices respectively. Routine computations show that, in
the z-coordinates, the complexified Lie algebra so(n)C acts by the operators
eab= :
k
j=1 \zaj

zbj
&z bj

z aj+ (1a, bm),
s+ab= :
k
j=1 \zbj

z aj
&zaj

z bj+ (1a<bm), (3.2.3)
s&ab= :
k
j=1 \z aj

zbj
&z bj

zaj+ (1a<bm).
If n is odd, we also have the operators
f +a = :
k
j=1 \zaj

zm+1, j
&zm+1, j

z aj+ (1am),
f &a = :
k
j=1 \zm+1, j

za, j
&z aj

zm+1, j+ (1am).
The operators eab (1abm), and s+ab (1a<bm) (and f
+
a
(1am) if n is odd) span a Borel subalgebra b of so(n)C . On the other
hand, the operators eab for a, bm span a Lie subalgebra of so(n)C
isomorphic to glm(C). We shall denote this copy of glm(C) by glm . The
intersection glm & b is the standard upper triangle Borel subalgebra of glm
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and the diagonal Cartan subalgebra am of glm spanned by ejj for 1 jm
is also a Cartan subalgebra of so(n)C . We shall use the notation of
Section 2.1 to denote the characters of am . In particular, the dominant
weights of so(n)C with respect to b can be represented by m-tuples of
integers +=(+1 , ..., +m) satisfying the condition
{+1+2 } } } +m0+1+2 } } } +m&1|+m |
if n is odd
if n is even
(see [Sa]). Since so(n) is the Lie algebra of SO(n), the irreducible represen-
tations of SO(n) can be parametrized by the dominant weights of so(n)C .
We shall denote the irreducible representation of SO(n) corresponding to
+ by ?+. It is convenient to use the following notation. If +=(+1 , ..., +m) is
such that +1+2 } } } +m0, then we shall write
+&=(+1 , ..., +m&1 , &+m).
Now let * # 4+0 (k). Suppose that +=2* or 2*+1k . If one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(i) 2k<n;
(ii) n is even, 2k=n, and *k=0,
then the K-type V+ is irreducible as a SO(n) module and
V+ |SO(n) $?+.
On the other hand, if n is even, 2k=n and *k {0, then
V+ |SO(n) $?+?+
&
. (3.2.4)
We let W+ and W+& be the SO(n) submodules of V+ which are isomorphic
to ?+ and ?+&, respectively.
We will describe a set of so(n)C highest weight vectors with respect to b.
For 1 j, lk, we let
r2jl=2 :
n
s=1
xsj xsl= :
n
s=1
zsj zn&s+1, l
Each r2jl is an invariant for K=O(n). As in the GLn(C) case, we introduce
the following notation. For 1 jn, let
zj=(zj1 , ..., z jk).
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If 1gk and [s1 , ..., sg , t1 , ..., tg][z1 , ..., zn], then we set
d(s1 , ..., sg ; t1 , ..., tg)=
0
t11 t12 } } } t1k
. (3.2.5)
t21 t22 } } } t2k
b b b
tg1 tg2 } } } tgk
s11 s21 } } } sg1 r211 r
2
12 } } } r
2
1k
s12 s22 } } } sg2 r221 r
2
22 } } } r
2
2k
b b b b b b
s1k s2k } } } sgk r2k1 r
2
k2 } } } r
2
kk
Now we let
#j=d(z1 , ..., zj ; z1 , ..., zj) (1 jk),
#0= }
r211
r221
b
r2k1
r212
r222
b
r2k2
} } }
} } }
} } }
r21k
r22k
b
r2kk } ,
and
d= }
z11
z21
b
zk1
z12
z22
zk2
} } }
} } }
} } }
z1k
z2k
b
zkk } .
For 0 jk, #j is a highest weight of so(n)C (see [ATZ]) with respect to
b with weight
(2, 2, ...2
j
, 0, ..., 0).
The function d is also a highest weight vector of so(n)C and its weight is
(1, 1, ..., 1
k
, 0, ..., 0).
Moreover, for z # Mnk(R) and a # GLk(R), we have #j (za)=(det a)2 #j (z)
for all 0 jk, and d(za)=(det a) d(z). If n is even and k=n2, then the
function
d = }
z11
b
zk&1, 1
z k1
z12
b
zk&1, 2
z k2
} } }
} } }
} } }
z1k
b
zk&1, k
z kk }
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is also a so(n)C highest weight vector with weight
(1, ..., 1, &1),
and d (za)=(det a) d (z) for all z # Mnk(R) and a # GLk(R).
Now let : # C and * # 4+0 . For +=2* or 2*+1k we define
a(:, +)=(a0 , a1 , ..., ak) by
a0={
:
2
&*1
:&1
2
&*1
if +=2*,
if +=2*+1k ,
(3.2.6)
aj=*j&*j+1 (1 jk&1),
ak=+k .
We let
#a(:, +)=#a00 #
a1
1 } } } #
ak&1
k&1d
ak.
If n=2k, then we also let
#a(:, +&)=#a00 #
a1
1 } } } #
ak&1
k&1d
ak. (3.2.7)
The following lemma is straightforward, so we omit its proof.
Lemma 3.2.8. Let : # C, *=(*1 , ..., *k) # 4+0 (k) and +=2* or 2*+1k .
(i) The function #a(:, +) is a so(n)C highest weight vector in the K-type
V+ in L:, \.
(ii) If n=2k and *k {0, then under the action of SO(n), the K-type
V+ in L:, \ decomposes into a direct sum of two irreducible submodules W+
and W+& (see Eq. (3.2.4)). In this case, the functions #a(:, +) and #a(:, +
&) are
so(n)C highest weight vectors in W+ and W+& , respectively.
3.3. Transitions of K-Types
In this subsection we study how the enveloping algebra of gln(R)C (resp.
sln(R)C) transforms the K-types (resp. SO(n)-type) in L:, \. For each
K-type V+ (+=2* or 2*+1k), we consider the tensor product V+ pC of
so(n)C modules and the module map m+ : V+ pC  L:, \K given by
m+(vp)= p.v (v # V+ , p # pC).
Here L:, \K denote the spaces of K-finite vectors in L
:, \, respectively. The
image of a highest weight vector of weight ’ in V+ pC under m+ is non-
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zero if and only if vectors in V+ can be transformed to vectors in V’ . In
this case it is necessary that ’ be of the form +\2ej . Hence by calculating
the images of those highest weight vectors in V+ pC of weights +\2ej ,
we can deduce at once the GLn(R) structure of L:, \. Recall that in the
case when 2k<n, every K-type V+ in L:, \ is also irreducible under SO(n).
Consequently, the SLn(R) and GLn(R) structures of L:, \ are identical. If
n=2k and +k {0, then V+ |SO(n)=W+ W+& . Thus to completely deter-
mine the SLn(R) structure of L:, \, we also need to study the map
W+& pC  L:, \K .
We shall first study the transition from V+ to V++2ej . To do this we need
to understand the K-module structure of pC . It is well known that as a
K-module, pC $S2(Cn). Recall that [=1 , ..., =n] is the standard basis of Cn,
and m=[n2]. For 1 jm, we let
vj==2j&1&i=2j , vj*==2j&1+i=2j .
If n is odd, we also let vm+1==n . Then for each 1 jm, vj and vj* are
weight vector for so(n)C of weights ej and &ej respectively. If n is odd, then
vm+1 is a weight vectors of weight 0. Let T : CnCn  S 2(Cn) be the
canonical projection. Then for 1a, b[(n+1)1], the vectors
vavb=T(va vb),
va*vb*=T(va*vb*), (3.3.1)
vavb*=T(va vb*)
are weight vectors in S2(Cn) which span S2(Cn). Now the action of a basis
of pC on P(Mnk) are given by
p+ab= :
k
j=1 \zaj

z bj
+zbj

z aj + ,
p&ab= :
k
j=1 \z a, j

zbj
+z b, j

zaj+ ,
(3.3.2)
qab={
:
k
j=1 \zaj

zbj
+z b, j

z a, j+ , (a, b){(m+1, m+1)),
:
k
j=1 \zm+1, j

zm+1, j+ n is odd and a=b=m+1.
where 1a, b[(n+1)2]. Then the linear map T : pC  S2(Cn) specified
by
T( p+ab)=vavb , T( p
&
ab)=va*vb* , T(qab)=vavb*,
is a K isomorphism.
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Now recall that glm is a copy of glm(C) contained in so(n)C and that b
is a Borel subalgebra of so(n)C . Then b1=b & glm is a Borel subalgebra of
glm . Thus any highest weight vector for so(n)C with respect to b is a highest
weight vector for glm with respect to b1 . Thus from now on we shall fix this
Borel subalgebra of glm . If V is an so(n)C module then it becomes a glm
module by restriction. In particular V+ pC becomes a glm module in this
way and it turns out that certain glm highest weight vectors in V+ pC are
also so(n)C highest weight vectors.
Let U be the subspace of Cn spanned by [v j : 1 jm]. Then U is a glm
module and it is isomorphic to Cm. We form the symmetric square S 2(U )
of U. Then the inclusion U/Cn induces an inclusion S2(U )/S 2(Cn).
We shall always identify S2(U ) with its image in S 2(Cn) under this
inclusion. Thus S2(U ) is spanned by [vjvk : 1 j, km].
Now recall from Lemma 3.2.8 that #a(:, +) is an so(n)C highest weight
vector in V+ . In particular it is a glm highest weight vector with weight
(+1 , ..., +k , 0, ..., 0).
Let U+ be the glm module generated by #a(:, +). We consider the tensor
product U+ S2(U) of glm modules. Since U$Cm we know how to describe
the highest weight vectors in U+ S 2(U). In fact, by Proposition 3.1 of
[L2], for 1 jk,
&++2ej= :
j
m=1
:
j
t=1
(&1)m+t Fmj
_[[FtjH( j; 1, m&1) H( j; 1, t&1) } #a(:, +)]vtvm]
is a glm highest weight vector of weight ++2ej .
Lemma 3.3.3. For 1 jm, &++2ej is an so(n)C highest weight vector.
Proof. Since &++2ej will be a highest weight vector for glm , we need only
check that &++2ej will also be annihilated by the operators s
+
ab (and f
+
a if
n is odd). This is easy to do because glm normalizes the space spanned by
the s+ab (and the f
+
a if n is odd), and the elements s
+
ab and f
+
a annihilate
vt vm . K
We shall compute m+(&++2ej). Note that m+(&++2ej)=Qj (#
a(:, +)) where
Qj= :
j
m=1
:
j
t=1
(&1)m+t Fmjp+tm Ftj H( j; 1, m&1) H( j; 1, t&1). (3.3.4)
We omit the proof of the following lemma since it is similar to that of
Proposition 4.8 of [L1]. Recall that for +=(+1 , ..., +m) and 1pqm,
+( j; p, q)=>qa= p(+a&+ j+ j&a&1).
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Lemma 3.3.5. Let : # C and * # 4+0 (k). For +=2* or 2*+1k and
1t< jk,
Ftj#a(:, +)= 12 (&1)
t+ j+1 +( j; t, j&1)(ejt # j&1) #a(:, +)&ej&1.
Recall from formula (3.3.2) that for 1a, bm, p+ab acts on P(Mnk(C))
by the differential operators
p+ab= :
k
s=1 \zas

z bs
+zbs

z as+.
One observes that p+ab(r
2
jk)=2(zaj zbk+zak zbj), so that using arguments
similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 2.2.14, we obtain
p+ab } #j=&4d(za , z1 , z2 , ..., z j ; zb , z1 , z2 , ..., zj). (3.3.6)
In particular for 1 jk&1,
pjj #j&1=&4#j . (3.3.7)
The proof for the following lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.2.15.
Lemma 3.3.8. For 1m j and 0amin( j&2, m&1), we have
( p+jm } #a)(2#j&1)= :
j&1
t=a+1
(ejt } #j&1)( p+tm } #a)+( p
+
jm } #j&1)(2#a).
With these lemmas, we are ready to compute the transition coefficients
for the transition from V+ to V++2ej .
Proposition 3.3.9. Let : # C and * # 4+0 (k). For +=2* or 2*+1 and
1 jk, we have
Qj (#a(:, +))={
&2(:&+ j+ j&1) +( j; 1, j&1)2 #a(:, ++2ej)
if 1 jk&1,
(&1)k+1 2(:&+k+k&1) +(k; 1, k&1)2 #a(:, ++2ek)
if j=k.
Proof. We shall first consider the case 1 jk&1. Recall from
Eq. (3.3.4) that
Qj (#a(:, +))= :
j
m=1
:
j
t=1
(&1)m+t Fmj p+tmFtj H( j; 1, m&1)
_H( j; 1, t&1) } #a(:, +).
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We shall first compute the term with m= j. We have
(&1) j :
j
t=1
(&1)t p+tj Ftj H( j; 1, t&1) } #
a(:, +)
=(&1) j :
j&1
t=1
(&1)t p+tj } [+( j; 1, t&1)(&1)
t+ j+1 1
2+( j; t, j&1)
_(ejt .#j&1) #a(:, +)&ej&1]
++( j; 1, j&1) p+jj } #
a(:, +) (by Lemma 3.3.5)
=& 12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&1
t=1
p+tj } [(ejt } #j&1) #
a(:, +)&ej&1]
++( j; 1, j&1) p+jj } #
a(:, +).
Now
p+jj } #
a(:, +)= :
j&2
s=0
as( p+jj } #s) #
a(:, +)&es+a j&1( p+jj } # j&1) #
a(:, +)&ej&1
= :
j&2
s=0
as( p+jj } #s) #
a(:, +)&es&4aj&1#a(:, ++2ej)
(by Eq. (3.3.7)).
We also have
p+tj } [(ejt } #j&1) #
a(:, +)&ej&1]
=( p+tj ejt } #j&1) #
a(:, +)&ej&1+ :
t&1
s=0
as(ejt } #j&1)( p+tj } #s) #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es
=(4#j) #a(:, +)&ej&1+ :
t&1
s=0
as(ejt } #j&1)( p+tj } #s) #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es
=4#a(:, ++2ej)+ :
t&1
s=0
as(ejt } #j&1)( p+tj } #s) #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es.
Thus it follows that the term with m= j is equal to
& 12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&1
t=1 {4#
a(:, ++2ej)+ :
t&1
s=0
as(ejt } #j&1)( p+tj } #s) #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es=
++( j; 1, j&1) {&4aj&1#a(:, ++2ej)+ :
j&2
s=0
as( p+jj } #s) #
a(:, +)&es=
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=&2+( j; 1, j&1)( j&1) #a(:, ++2ej)
&12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&2
s=0
as :
j&1
t=s+1
(e jt } #j&1)( p+tj } #s) #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es
&2+( j; 1, j&1)(2aj&1) #a(:, ++2ej)
+12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&2
s=0
2as( p+jj } #s) #j&1#
a(:, +)&ej&1&es
=&2+( j; 1, j&1)(2aj&1+ j&1) #a(:, ++2ej)
&12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&2
s=0
as { :
j&1
t=s+1
(ejt } # j&1)( p+tj } #s)&( p
+
jj } #s)(2#j&1)=
_#a(:, +)&ej&1&es
=&2+( j; 1, j&1)(2aj&1+ j&1) #a(:, ++2ej)
& 12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&2
s=0
as(&p+jj } #j&1) 2#s #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es
(by Lemma 3.3.8)
=&2+( j; 1, j&1)(2aj&1+ j&1) #a(:, ++2ej)
&2+( j; 1, j&1) \ :
j&2
s=0
2as+ #a(:, ++2ej)
=&2+( j; 1, j&1) \ :
j&1
s=0
2as+ j&1+ #a(:, ++2ej)
=&2(:&+j+ j&1) +( j; 1, j&1) #a(:, ++2ej). (3.3.10)
Next we consider those terms with m{ j. We shall first compute the
expression after Fmj . We have
(&1)m :
j&1
t=1
(&1)t p+tmFtj H( j; 1, t&1) #
a(:, +)
+(&1)m+ j p+jm H( j; 1, j&1) } #
a(:, +)
=(&1)m :
j&1
t=1
(&1)t p+tm } [+( j; 1, t&1)(&1)
t+ j+1 1
2 +( j; t, j&1)
_(ejt } #j&1) #a(:, +)&ej&1]
+(&1)m+ j +( j; 1, j&1) p+jm } #
a(:, +)
=(&1)m+ j+1 12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&1
t=1
p+tm[(ejt } #j&1) #
a(:, +)&ej&1]
+(&1)m+ j +( j; 1, j&1) p+jm } #
a(:, +). (3.3.11)
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A calculation shows that for 1t j&1,
p+tm ejt .#j&1=2p
+
tm d(z1 , ..., zt&1 , zj , zt+1 , ..., zj&1 ; z1 , ..., zj&1)
=0.
We also have p+jm#
a(:, +)=m&1s=0 as( p
+
jm } #s) #
a(:, +)&es. Thus the expression
(3.3.11) is equal to
(&1) j+m+1 12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
j&1
t=1 {( p
+
tm ejt } #j&1) #
a(:, +)&ej&1
+ :
min(t&1, m&1)
s=0
as( p+tm } #s)(ejt } # j&1) #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es=
+(&1) j+m +( j; 1, j&1) :
m&1
s=0
as( p+jm } #s) #
a(:, +)&es
=(&1) j+m+1 12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
m&1
s=0
as :
j&1
t=s+1
[( p+tm } #s)(ejt } #j&1)
&( p+jm } #s)(2# j&1)] #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es
=(&1) j+m+1 12 +( j; 1, j&1) :
m&1
s=0
as(&p+jm } #j&1)(2#s) #
a(:, +)&ej&1&es
=0,
because p+jm } #j&1=0. This together with Eq. (3.3.10) gives the formula for
the case 1 jk&1.
The formula for the case j=k can be proved in exactly the same way.
We just need to note that pkk#k&1=&4#k and #k=(&1)k d 2. This explains
the presence of the factor (&1)k+1 in the formula. K
Next we shall assume that n=2k and +=(+1 , ..., +k) is such that +k {0.
We shall study the transition from W+& to W+&+2ej .
Proposition 3.3.12. Let : # C, * # 4+0 (k) and +=2* or 2*+1. If n=2k
and +k {0, then for 1 j<k, we have
Qj (#a(:, +
&))=&2(:&+ j+ j&1) +( j; 1, j&1)2 #a(:, +
&+2ej).
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 3.3.9. We only need to note
that
Qj (#a(:, +
&))=Q j (#a00 #
a1
1 } } } #
aj&1
j&1) #
aj
j } } } #
ak&1
k&1d
ak. K
We need the following lemma to compute Qk(#a(:, +
&)).
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Lemma 3.3.13. If n=2k, then dd = 12 (&1)
k&1 #k&1 .
Proof. Observe that the functions dd and #k&1 are both SO(n) highest
weight vectors in L2, + of weight
(2, ..., 2, 0).
Hence dd =c#k&1 for some constant c. Let x=(xij) # Mnk(R) be given by
xij={10
if i=2j&1
otherwise.
Then one can check that d(x)=d (x)=1 and #k&1=(&1)k&1 2. Thus
c=(&1)k&12. K
Proposition 3.3.14. Let : # C, * # 4+0 (k) and +=2* or 2*+1. If n=2k
and +k {0, then
Qk(#a(:, +
&))= 12 (&1)
k+1 (:++k+k&1) ’(k; 1, k&1)2 #a(:, +
&+2ek),
where ’=(+1+ak , ..., +k&1+ak , 0).
Proof. Using the previous lemma, we note that
d ak#a(:, +&)=#a00 #
a1
1 } } } #
ak&1
k&1(dd )
ak
=[ 12 (&1)
k&1]ak #a00 #
a1
1 } } } #
ak&1+ak
k&1
=[ 12 (&1)
k&1]ak #a(:~ , ’),
where :~ =:+ak and ’=(+1+ak , ..., +k&1+ak , 0, ..., 0). Now observe that
multiplication by d commutes with the operator Qk . Thus applying Qk to
this equation gives
d akQk(#a(:, +
&))
=_12 (&1)k&1&
ak
Qk(#a(:~ , ’))
=_12 (&1)k&1&
ak
(&1)k+1 2(:~ &’k+k&1) ’(k; 1, k&1)2 #a(:~ , ’+2ek)
=_12 (&1)k&1&
ak
(&1)k+1 2(:++k+k&1) ’(k; 1, k&1)2
__ 2(&1)k&1&
ak&2
d ak#a(:, +&+2ek)
=
1
2
(&1)k+1 (:++k+k&1) ’(k; 1, k&1)2 #a(:, +
&+2ek)d ak.
Hence the lemma follows. K
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Next we shall determine the transition coefficients for the transition from
V+ to V+&2ej (and from W+& to W+&&2ek when n=2k). Let
Qk=Pk & SLn(R)={\c0
b
a+ # Pk : (det a)(det c)=1= .
The modular function of Qk is given by
$( p)=|det a|&n ( p=manb # Qk).
Then we have L&n, +$IndSLn(R)Qk $ as modules for SLn(R). Thus the
functional on L&n, + given by
l( f )=|
SO(n)
f (kJ) dk (3.3.15)
is SLn(R)-invariant [Wn]. Thus for any : # C, the sesquilinear form on
L:, \_L&n&: , \ given by
( f1 , f2) =l( f1 f2 ) (3.3.16)
is SLn(R) invariant. Consequently L&n&: , \ can be identified with the
Hermitian dual of L:, \ via the above pairing. In particular if
Re(:)=&n2, then ( } , } ) is an SLn(R) invariant inner product on L:, \.
In this case L:, \ is unitary. This gives the unitary axis.
For * # 4+0 (k), let ?2* : L
:, +
K  V2* and ?2*+1 : L
:, &
K  V2*+1k denote
the respective canonical projections. Just as in the case of GLn(C), the
negative transition coefficients can be derived from the positive transition
coefficients in the Hermitian dual. For : # C, we let :~ =&: &n. Let +=2*
or 2*+1k . Then using arguments similar to those used in Section 2.3, we
obtain
?++2ej ( p
+
jj #
a(:~ , +))={
&2(:~ &+j+ j&1) #a(:~ , ++2ej)
if 1 j<k,
(&1)k+1 2(:~ &+k+k&1) #a(:~ , ++2ek)
if j=k,
and
?++2ej ( p
+
jj #
a(:~ , +&))={
&2(:~ &+ j+ j&1) #a(:~ , +
&+2ej)
if 1 j<k,
(&1)k+1 12 (:~ ++k+k&1) #
a(:~ , +&+2ek)
if j=k.
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Proposition 3.3.17. Let * # 4+0 (k) and +=2* or 2*+1k .
(i) For 1 jk, we have
?+&2ej ( p
&
jj } #
a(:, +))=(:++j+n& j&1) h1(+, j) #a(:, +&2ej),
where h1(+, j) is a positive number independent of :.
(ii) If n=2k and +k {0, then
?+&&2ej ( p
&
jj } #
a(:, +&))={
(:++j+n& j&1) h2(+&, j) #a(:, +
&&2ej)
if 1j<k,
(:&+k+n& j&1) h2(+&, k) #a(:, +
&&2ek)
if j=k,
where h2(+&, j) is a positive number independent of :.
Proof. Assume that 1 j<k. We have
( p&jj } #
a(:, +), #a(:~ , +&2ej)) =(#a(:, +), p+jj } #
a(:~ , +&2ej))
= &2(:~ &(+j&2)+ j&1)(#a(:, +), #a(:~ , +))
= &2(&:&n&+ j+2+ j&1)(#a(:, +), #a(:~ , +))
=2(:++j+n& j&1)(#a(:, +), #a(:~ , +)).
On the other hand, if b(:, +, j) is a constant such that ?+&2ej ( p
&
jj } #
a(:, +))=
b(:, +, j) #a(:, +&2ej), then
( p&jj } #
a(:, +), #a(:~ , +&2ej))=(?+&2ej ( p
&
jj } #
a(:, +)), #a(:~ , +&2ej))
=b(:, +, j)(#a(:, +&2ej), #a(:~ , +&2ej)).
As in the GL(n, C) case, the factor
h1(+, j)=
2(#a(:, +), #a(:~ , +))
(#a(:, +&2ej), #a(:~ , +&2ej))
does not depend on :. Hence we obtain
b(:, +, j)=(:++j+n& j&1) h1(+, j).
The proofs for the other cases are similar. K
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3.4. Reducibility and Composition Series
In this section we shall use the results obtained in the previous section
to determine the module structure of L:, \. In particular we shall deter-
mine for which values of : the modules L:, \ are irreducible. We shall also
describe the composition series of L:, \ when it is reducible.
As in the GL(n, C) case, we identify each K-type V+ of L:, \ with the
integral point +=(+1 , ..., +k) in Rk. We consider the following hyperplanes
in Rk:
l +j : xj=:+ j&1, l
&
j : x j=&(:+n& j&1) (1 jk).
These hyperplanes can be interpreted as ‘‘potential barriers’’ to the trans-
ition of K-types in a similar way as the GL(n, C) case. Thus if : is not an
integer, then none of hyperplanes contains any K-types and so there is no
blockage to the transition of K-types. Consequently the modules L:, \ are
irreducible.
Theorem 3.4.1. If :  Z, then L:, \ are irreducible.
As in the GL(n, C) case there exists integral : for which L:, \ are
reducible.
We shall now study the module structure of L:, \ when : # Z. First, we
note that for any : # C, the bilinear form on L:, \_L&n&:, \ given by
( f1 , f2)=l( f1 f2)
is nondegenerate and SLn(R) invariant (the linear functional l is defined in
Eq. (3.3.15)). Hence the (sln(R)C , SO(n)) module structures of L:, \K are
dual to those of L&n&:, \K , respectively. We also note that if :>&n2,
then &n&:<&n2. This suggests that we only need to describe the struc-
ture of L:, \ for :&n2. The structure of L:, \ with :<&n2 can be
deduced via duality(see the remark after Theorem 2.4.6).
Thus we shall assume that :&n2. We observe that in this case all the
hyperplanes l &j : xj=&(:+n& j&1) (1 jk) will not affect reducibility.
This is because
&(:+n& j&1)
n
2
&n+k+1k+1&
n
2
1,
but the K-types in L:, \ are indexed by integral points with nonnegative
entries.
In order to describe the composition series of L:, \, it is convenient to
introduce the following notation. For 1 jk and a # Z, we define
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R+(a, j)={
[+ # 4+0 (k) : +i is even \i and +j+1a+ j],
if j=0, 1
[+ # 4+0 (k) : + i is even \i and +j&1a+ j+j+1],
if 2 jk&1
[+ # 4+0 (k) : +i is even \i and +j&1a+ j],
if j=k, k+1
R&(a, j)={
[+ # 4+0 (k) : +i is odd \i and +j+1a+ j],
if j=0, 1
[+ # 4+0 (k) : +i is odd \i and +j&1a+ j+j+1],
if 2 jk&1
[+ # 4+0 (k) : +i is odd \i and +j&1a+ j],
if j=k, k+1.
We shall frequently identify R+(a, j) (resp. R&(a, j)) with the subspaces of
L:, + (resp. L:, &) which are spanned by the K-types V+ with + # R+(a, j)
(resp. + # R&(a, j)) without comment.
Now let : # Z. We shall consider two cases: : even and : odd.
Case. : even. We only need to consider the effect of the hyperplanes
l +j : xj=:+ j&1. Recall that the K-types in L
:, + are all ‘‘even’’ and the
K-types in L:, & are all ‘‘odd.’’ Note that
:+ j&1#j&1(mod 2).
Hence only l +j with j odd may cause reducibility in L
:, +, and only l +j
with j even may cause reducibility in L:, &.
We shall first describe the structure of L:, +. We only need to examine
the effect of the hyperplanes l +2j&1 : x2j&1=:+2j&2 (1 j[(k+1)2].
Recall that if V* is a K-type in L:, + and *=(*1 , ..., *k), then *j0 and
is even for all 1 jk. It follows that l +2j&1 will not affect the transition
of K-types if :+2j&2&2, i.e., :&2j. In particular, if &n2:
&2[(k+1)2], then all the hyperplanes l +2j&1 (1 j[(k+1)2] do not
cause reducibility, so that L:, + is irreducible. Note that the real point of
the unitary axis occurs at :=&n2, which falls in this range. It follows that
even if n is even, L&n2, + is still irreducible. Hence L:, + is irreducible for
all : which lie on the unitary axis.
We now consider the case when :2&2[(k+1)2]. For 1 j
[(k+1)2], we let
A j1=[+ # 4
+
0 (k) : +i is even \i and +2j&1:+2j&2],
A j2=[+ # 4
+
0 (k) : +i is even \i and +2j&1:+2j].
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We note that for 0s[(k+1)2],
A12 & } } } & A
s
2 & A
s+1
1 & } } } & A
[(k+1)2]
1 =R
+(:, 2s),
and the union of all such nonempty intersections exhausts all the K-types
in L:, +. It is clear that R+(:, 2s){< if and only if :+2s0, i.e.,
s&:2. In particular, if :0, then R+(:, 2s){< for all 0s
[(k+1)2]. It is also clear that if R+(:, 2s) and R+(:, 2s+2) are non-
empty, then the vectors in R+(:, 2s+2) can be transformed by the
enveloping algebra to vectors in R+(:, 2s) but the vector in R+(:, 2s) can-
not be transformed to the vectors in R+(:, 2s+2). From this we deduce
that L:, + has a module diagram as given in Fig. 5.
We summarize these results in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4.2. Let : be an even integer such that :&n2.
(i) If &n2:&2[(k+1)2], then L:, + is irreducible.
FIGURE 5
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(ii) If :2&2[(k+1)2], then the chain of submodules
0R+(:, 2h)R+(:, 2h)R+(:, 2h+2) } } }
 
[(k+1)2]&1
s=h
R+(:, 2s)L:, += 
[(k+1)2]
s=h
R+(:, 2s)
is a composition series for L:, + where
h=max(&:2, 0).
The structure of L:, & can be analyzed similarly. As we have noted
earlier, since the K-types in L:, & are ‘‘odd,’’ we only need to examine the
effect of the hyperplanes l +2j : x2j=&(:+n& j&1) (1 j[k2]). Again
we divide each coordinate axis x2j into two halves. That is, for
1 j[k2], we let
B j1=[+ # 4
+
0 (k) : +i is odd \i and +2j:+2j&1],
B j2=[+ # 4
+
0 (k) : +i is odd \i and +2j:+2j+1].
For 0s[(k+1)2], we have
B12 & } } } & B
s
2 & B
s+1
1 & } } } & B
[(k+1)2]
1
=[* # 4+o : *2s:+2s+1*2s+2]
=R&(:, 2s+1).
We note that R&(:, 2s+1){< if and only if :+2s+11, that is,
s&:2. Using reasoning similar to that used in the L:, + case, we obtain
the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4.3. Let : be an even integer such that :&n2.
(i) If &n2:&2[k2], then L:, & is irreducible.
(ii) If :2&2[k2], then the chain of submodules
0R&(:, 2h+1)R&(:, 2h+1)R&(:, 2h+3)
 } } }  
[k2]&1
s=h
R&(:, 2s+1)L:, &= 
[k2]
s=h
R&(:, 2s+1)
is a composition series for L:, + where
h=max(&:2, 0).
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Case. : odd. The situation is very similar to the previous case. Since
: is odd,
:+ j&1#j (mod 2).
Hence only l +j with j even may cause reducibility in L
:, +, and only l +j
with j odd may cause reducibility in L:, &. We carry out an analysis
parallel to that for the case : even, and obtain the following results:
Theorem 3.4.4. Let : be an odd integer such that :&n2.
(a) The structure of L:, + is given as follows:
(i) If &n2:&1&2[k2], then L:, + is irreducible.
(ii) If :1&2[k2], then the chain of submodules
0R+(:, 2h+1)R+(:, 2h+1)R+(:, 2h+3)
 } } }  
[k2]&1
s=h
R+(:, 2s+1)L:, += 
[k2]
s=h
R+(:, 2s+1)
is a composition series for L:, + where
h=max \&:+12 , 0+ .
(b) The structure of L:, & is given as follows:
(i) If &n2:1&2[(k+1)2], then L:, & is irreducible.
(ii) If :3&2[(k+1)2], then the chain of submodules
0R&(:, 2h)R&(:, 2h)R&(:, 2h+2) } } }
 
[(k+1)2]&1
s=h
R&(:, 2s)L:, &= 
[(k+1)2]
s=h
R&(:, 2s)
is a composition series for L:, + where
h=max \1&:2 , 0+ .
Remark. (a) We note that the overall structure of L:, +L:, &=
L: is more regular than the structure of each module separately. For
example, the total number of constituents of L:, +, for : # Z, :&n2, is
min(:, 0)+k+2, which for large : stabilizes at k+2, and for :0 there
is always a finite dimensional submodule, a subquotient for which *2 is
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bounded but not *1 , one for which *3 is bounded but not *2 , and so forth.
The submodules characterized by this kind of behavior switch back and
forth between L:, + and L:, &, according to the parity of :. Similar
behavior was observed in [HT] for degenerate principal series of O( p, q).
(b) If 2k<n, then the GLn(R) and SLn(R) structure of L:, \ are iden-
tical, that is, they have the same composition series. Assume that n=2k
and R is one of the following ‘‘large’’ constituents:
(i) R+(:, k+1)L:, + when : is even and k is odd, or : is odd
and k is even;
(ii) R&(:, k+1)L:, & when : is even and k is even or : is odd
and k is odd.
Under the action of SLn(R), R breaks up into a sum of two irreducible
constituents. Specifically, we have
R|SLn(R)=R1 R2 ,
where
R1= [W+ : + # R],
R2= [W+& : + # R].
FIGURE 6
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All other constituents R(:, j) for GLn(R) remain irreducible under the
action of SLn(R). For example, the diagram for L:, + as a SLn(R) module
in the case when n=2k, k is odd, : is even and :0 is given in Fig. 6. We
also note that the module L&n2, & is irreducible under the action of
GLn(R), but breaks up as a sum of two irreducible submodules under the
action of SLn(R).
3.5. Unitarity
In this subsection, we shall discuss the unitarity of L:, \ under the
action of SLn(R). The situation here is very similar to that of the SLn(C)
case. There is a complementary series in the case n=2k consisting of the
representations L:, + with &n2&1<:<&n2+1. However for all real
:{&n2, the transition from W(1, ..., 1, &1) to W(1, ..., 1, 1) in L:, & violates
unitarity.
When n=2k, the following constituents of L:, \ are also unitary:
(a) The ‘‘large’’ constituents: Assume that : is an integer such that
:&n2.
(i) R+(:, n2+1)L:, + when : is even and n2 is odd, or : is odd
and n2 is even;
(ii) R&(:, n2+1)L:, & when : is even and n2 is even or : is odd
and n2 is odd.
(b) The ‘‘small ’’ constituents:
(i) The unique irreducible submodule (L& j, +)0 of L
& j, +, where j
is an integer such that 0 jn2&1, consisting of all the K-types V*
satisfying *j+1=0.
(ii) The unique irreducible submodule (L& j, &)0 of L
& j, &, where j
is an integer such that &1 jn2&2, consisting of all the K-types V*
satisfying *j+2=1.
If k<n2 and Re(:){ &n2, then no constituent of L:, \ can be
unitary, except for the trivial representation. As in the GLn(C) case, besides
the usual transitions V+  V+\2ej , there are also transitions from V+ to
itself. Again we shall examine one such transition.
Let
T=\1&2n+ q11&
2
n
:
[(n+1)2]
j=2
qjj ,
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where the definition of qjj is given in Eq. (3.3.2). Note that T # sln(R)C and
T can be expressed as
T=q11&
2
n
I,
where I=[(n+1)2]j=1 q jj . For a K-type V+ in L
:, \, we have
?+(T#a(:, +))=b+ #a(:, +),
for some complex number b+ . We shall determine b+ .
Recall the definitions of the operators eab , s+ab , s
&
ab , f
+
a and f
&
a as given
in Eq. (3.2.3). Then one can check that
C={
:
1a<bm
(ebaeab+s&abs
+
ab)+ :
m&1
a=1
(m&a) eaa+ 12 :
m
a=1
e2aa
if n is even,
:
1a<bm
(ebaeab+s&abs
+
ab)+ :
m
a=1
f&a f
+
a + :
m&1
a=1
(m&a) eaa
+ 12 :
m
a=1
eaa(eaa+1) if n is odd
is the Casimir element for so(n)C . Note that if v # V+ , then Cv=c(+) v
where
c(+)={
:
m&1
a=1
(m&a) +a+ 12 :
m
a=1
+2a
:
m&1
a=1
(m&a) +a+ 12 :
m
a=1
+a(+a+1)
if n is even,
if n is odd
The following result is obtained by a long calculation which is similar to
the GLn(C) case. We omit details.
Lemma 3.5.1. Let * # 4+0 (k) and +=2* or 2*+1k . Then
C(q11 #a(:, +))=c(++2e1)(q11 #a(:, +))
&[(:&+1)(2+1+2k)++1(n+2+1)] #a(:, +).
Now
q11#a(:, +)=?+(q11#a(:, +))+?++2e1(q11#
a(:, +)).
Applying the Casimir operator gives
C(q11#a(:, +))=c(+) ?+(q11#a(:, +))+c(++2e1) ?++2e1(q11#
a(:, +)).
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It follows that
[c(++2e1)&C](q11#a(:, +))=[c(++2e1)&c(+)] ?+(q11#a(:, +))
=(n+2+1) ?+(q11#a(:, +)),
so that
?+(q11#a(:, +))=
(:&+1)(2+1+2k)++1(n+2+1)
n+2+1
#a(:, +). (3.5.2)
Proposition 3.5.3. Let +=2* or 2*+1k where * # 4+0 (k). Then
?+(T#a(:, +))=
2(n&2k)(:+n2) +1
n(2+1+n)
#a(:, +).
Proof. This follows from Eq.(3.5.2) and the fact that
I } f =(k:) f ( f # L:, \). K
Corollary 3.5.4. If n>2k and Re(:){&n2, then L:, \ has no
unitary constituent, except the constituent consisting of only the trivial
K-type (which occurs in L0, +).
Finally we examine the relationship of the ‘‘smallest’’ constituent in
L:, \ with the representations on the unitary axis. In order to specify the
size of the parabolic subgroup Pk , We shall write L:, \k for L
:, \. Then
using arguments as in Section 2.6, we have for 1kln2,
L&l, +k $(L
&k, +
l )0 .
In particular, this implies for 1kn2,
(L&k, +n2 )0 $L
&n2, +
k .
The analogous statement for La, &k does not hold because the K-types are
not consistent.
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